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Meeting number  Subject  Date 
480tn  Agriculture/Fisheries  7-8 November 1977 
481
5t  Economics/Finance  21 November 1977 
482na  Foreign Affairs/Finance  21 November 1977 
483ra  Foreign Affairs  21-22 November 1977 
484tn  Budget  22 November 1977 
485m  Development Co-operation  28 November 1977 
486m  Fisheries  5-7 December 1977 
487m  Budget  7 December 1977 
488m  Environment  12 December 1977 
489m  Agriculture  12-13 December 1977 
490m  Public Health  13 December 1977 
491 st  Energy  13 December 1977 
492na  Posts and Telecommunications  15 December 1977 
493ro  Economics/Finance  19 December 1977 
494m  Foreign Affairs  19-20 December 1977 
495m  Transport  20-21 December 1977 COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
480th meeting of  the Council 
-Agriculture/Fisheries -
Brussels,  7  and  S  November  1977 
President:  f1Ir  Antoine  HUT.'IBLET 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Trades  of  the 
Kingdom  of  Belgilun 
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The  Governments  of  -(;118  I'Iember  States  snd  -Ghe  Commission 
of  the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~~~,;b~: 
Mr  Antoine  I-WMBLET 
Denmark: 
Mr  Poul DALSAGER 
Mr  Svend  JACOBSEN 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen ROHR 
France: 
Hr Pierre T/IEHAIGNERIE 
Mr  Harcel  CAVAILJJE 
l~~: 
P!Ir  Jim  GIBBONS 
J!Ir  Giov?nni  MA.RCORA 
Minister  of Ap  .. icul  ture  and 
Small Firms  and  Trades 
Minister  of Agriculture 
Minister  of Fisheries 
State Secrete,ry, 
Federal Ministry  of Agricu1·bure 
I:1inister of Agriculture 
State SecrGta,ry, 
Ministry for Public  Investmen-ts 
and  Regional Development  with 
specie~ responsibility for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
State Secret8_ry, 
Llinistry  of Agriculture 
Ninister for 1 1 .g:ticul  ture 
Minister  of Agricult-ure 
1_ 285  e/77  (Pre  sse  138)  ell/PB/ jr  ~ .. /.,  , .&_~1:£2:!:£'.€i  g 
Mr  Jean  H.AiV.liLIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEr.1 
Netherlands:  ----------
Mr  A.P.L.rH.N.  VAN  DER  STEE 
!l!!i!~!!_!f!~.e~£~~ 
Mr  Jo:b..n  SILKIN 
Mr  Gavin  STRANG 
Mr  Robert  MacLENNAN 
The  Commission: 
Wcr- Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
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0 
Minister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
I/iinistry of Agriculture 
I.ftinister  of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Parliamentary Under  Secretary 
of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Parliamentary Under  Secretary 
of State, 
Department  of Prices  and 
Consumer  Protection 
Vice-President 
0 
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DESSERT  APPLES 
The  Co~tncil  adopted  the Regulation partially suspending 
the  COT  on dessert  apples.  The  autonomous  duties will be 
fixed at  650  (instead of  147s)  for  a  period expiring on 
31  January  1978. 
The  Council  also  requested the  Cormnission. to make  a  study 
of price  trends for fruit  and vegetables in the EEC,  and to 
submit  a  report for its nex·!;  meeting,  planned for  12  and 
1 3  DeceElber  1977. 
1285. e/77  (Presse  138)  erd/AH/mf  Jl ••  ;  ••• 7.XI.77 
After  a  survey of the various  import  arrangements  for beef 
and veal in force  in the  Community,  the  Council 'recorded its 
agreement  on  extending for  one year the Regulation  on  the 
import  of beef e.nd  veal  orisinating in certain ACP  States. 
This  extension will make  it possible for  eXlJOrts  of beef 
and veal originating in Botswana,  Kenya,  Madagascar  a...11.d 
Swaziland  to benefit until  31  December  1978  from  duty-free 
entry and  a  reduction of  90'%  in import  charges  into the 
Co:umm...nity,  lJrovided this reduction is offset  by  an.  export  charge 
levied by the  producing country. 
The  Cow1cil  also  took note of the  Commission's undertaking 
to  submit  a  col!mlw1ication  at the next meeting on  all the 
problems  involved  in  imports  of beef and veal,  including the 
allocation of quotas,  to  enable  the  Council  to hold  a  general 
debate  on  the  im;Jort  arrangements  to  be  made  in this particular 
sector. 
1285  e/77 (Presse  138)  erd/AH/chg  .  ..  ; ... ~·  6  -
MEDITERRANEAN  AGRICULTURE 
On  the  basis of a  reasoned  statement  by 
Vice-President  GUNDELACH  and  the  docwnent  which had  been 
forwarded  by the  Commission  beforehand,  the  Council held  an 
exchange  of views  on  the agricultural problems  affecting the 
Mediterranean regions  of the  Com..rnuni ty. 
During the  discussion the various  delegations made  lmown 
their initial reactions  on  this issue and urged the need  for 
the  Commission  to  submit  specific proposals in this  sector to 
the  Council  in the near future.  The  Council will be required 
to discuss  them at its forthcoming meetings. 
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CASTOR  BEANS 
The  Council  discussed  the  advisabili  t;y- of  in-i.iroduci:ng 
special measures  to  encoure,ge  the production of castor bea..11s 
in the  Community.  This it agreed to in principle for  an 
experimental period. 
It agreed to instruct the  Special  Committee  on  Agricult-ure 
to finalize  the  arrangements for  implementing rules to this 
end  so  that  the  Council  could  take  a  decision on  the matter 
at  a  forthcoming meeting. 
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~C--J.I'S?ONSII3Ihi:TY IN  Tim  r.:r:,K  SECTOR 
On  the basis  of  a  con•in1mi':e.t:i_on  just r9c eived  from  the 
0ommission  and after full  consnlts.t.ions  wj_th  :profession-;~·1 
o.:::·ganizations,  the  Council  discussed sp8cific measures  connected 
with the  co-l'esponsi  bili  ty levy in the milk  sector. 
The  discussion  ena')l2d Etcnbers  of  ~he Cr.Yt.mcil  to  form  a 
p::Jli tical assessrrent  of  the 'rarious  acpocts  of the  prog:.:'2.mme 
put  t'orward  by  the  Commission,  both  as  reg2.rds  tb.e  inten1al 
measures  to  be  taken  in order to  develop  the market  for  and 
·che  consLHtption  of wilk  ,Jroliucts  in the  ConiiD:u.:ni ty and  the 
scal·c:l for  new m:.:.;_1·kets  o-...:d;side  the  Co:illHUJ.li ty. 
Tl:e  Cor:muni ty instruct  cd  the  ::._  e~~ al  C~:rr.:;1i tt  ce  on 
Agriculture to  carry  o·,:t  a  techn::c.·J..,_  e:~<i.::1:..n.:-:.tj  ...  ~l  of the 
Com.mi ssion  conmnmication  and  the  varions a  ,-:;legations •  suggestions 
and  to report  back  to it at regular intervals  on  the  progress 
of their work. 
1285 - 9  - 8.XI.,77 
CONVERSION  IN  THE  WINE  SECTOR 
After hearing a  statement  by  the French  delegation on 
the financing  of  operations now  in progress to renew vine 
stocks in certain regions,  the Council  took note  of the 
Commission's  intention to  submit  in the near future  a  proposal 
concerning the implementation of  common  measures  in this 
sector ru1d  providing for  transi~ional arrru1gements  in order 
to  avoid an  intern1.ption in the renovation schemes  now  in 
progress. 
ALCOHOL 
After hearing a  statement  by  the French  delegation on 
the proposal for the  common  organisation of the market  in 
alcohol,  the Council  took note  of  progress made  in this area. 
Bearing in mind  the  other sectors where  Comm~uaity rules 
are still lacking,  it reiterated its instructions to  the 
Special Committee  on  Agriculture to  expedite  technical 
examination  of  the Commission's  proposal. 
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AGRI-MONETARY  QUESTIONS 
The  Council held a  policy debate  on  agri-monetary 
problems  on  the basis  of the  proposal lor a  Regulation 
on  the  progressive dismantling of monetary  compensatory 
aJilounts  during a  seven-year  period,  and  on  the basis  of 
the report  on  the use  of the European unit of account  in 
the  agricultural policy. 
The  Council  agreed to  continue its discussions  in 
this field in the light of the  opinions  expected  from 
the European Parliar11ent  and  the Economic  and. Social  Cornmi ttee, 
with the  aim of re-establishing in due  course  the single 
ma~ket for  agricultural products  in the  Communitya 
To  this  end,  it instructed the Special Committee  on 
Agriculture  to  examine  the  Co~~ission proposal  thoroughly 
and  to report  back  on its iindings  as  soon  as  possible. 
0 
0  0 
At  this  juncture,  the  Council  took  formal note  of a 
statement by  the United  Kingdom  delegation on  the  subject 
of  the  application after 31  December  1977  of Article  2a of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  974/71.  'Illis A.rticle authorizes  the 
p:::yment  of monetary  compensatory  amounts  in exporting 
countries with strong  cur~encies in the  case  of  exports 
to  countries  whose  currencies have  been devalued.  The 
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United Kingdom  delegation advocated  extending the  present 
arrangements  until the European unit of  accolllLt  is introduced 
into  the  Community  budget,  and this view was  shared by  the 
Commission representativeQ  Consequently,  the Member  States 
concerned may  continue  to  apply  the  present  arrangements 
until further notice. 
SALES  ON  BOARD  SHIPS 
The  Council  took  formal  note  of a  ste.tement  by  the 
Danish delegation relating to  certain measures  designed  to 
prevent  certain abuses  arising in connection with  the 
sale of agricultural products  on  board  shipso  After 
noting that certain Community  products  were  at present 
placed at  a  disadvantage because  of the  absence  of 
Community  rules  on  this point,  it instructed the  Special 
Committee  on Agriculture  to  spare no  effort in working out 
a  suitable overall solution for general rules which  would 
cover such sales,  and  agreed  to  enter this item on  the 
agenda of its next meeting. 
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HBRRING  FISHilTG 
Following the line  of thought  developed  in.  the Council 
meeting  on  25  October  on  the  possible  consequences  of  th3 
b8n  on herring fishing in the  Nor·th  Se2. until 31  December  1977 
and  having regard  to .adc1itional information obt;:dned  since  then, 
the  Council  agreed to grrnt  Em  exceptional quota  of  600  tonnes 
to certain coastal fisllen.:en fishing off the F:;."ench  coast 
between I:>t;aples  and  the  Seine;  estuary.  This  derogation is 
restricted. to fishermen using low tonnage vessels  equipped 
with gill nets  or drift nets. 
The  Council also noted  ·t;h8-t  the  Commission  intended to 
conduct  2.  more  general  stuc.y  of  cases  which for social reasons 
justified derogating from  the ban  on  herring fiohing for 
certain cc:i:;egories  of  fis!1orrnen  engaged  in fishing on  a  small 
scale  ond.  using special  equipment,  px·oviding  th2,t  sny  b;:::n 
decided upon  should not  prejuc1ice  the  objectives  of conserving 
herring stocks. 
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DURUl':'l  lf!HJ_:~AT·  - PASTA  PRODUCTS 
The  Council notect  stc.tements  by  the  Germc:,n  and  Belgian 
d2legations  concerning the;  situation  on  the  market  in paste::, 
products  and  the  measures  to be  taken  t  elimi.D.ate  possible 
distortions  of  competit;ion in this sector,  ps.rticularly as 
regarcts  supplying  the~  :p8.sta  products  industry with durum 
wheat. 
The  Cormnission  reprcs::mtative  gave  an  c.ossurance  that  thG 
Commission  ·would  bear in mind  the  comments  mace  by  the 
different clclogations  rrhcn it defined  its position  on  the 
problems  raised,  particulz.:r'ly e.lso  2.s  regG.rds  thr:)  possible 
re-introcl.uction  of monctc.ry  compensatory  emounts  for durum  wheat. 
I.USCELLAN:~OUS  STATEI>'CNTS 
The  Cou..'1cil  noted  ·Ghe  following  statements~  together 
with Cor:.trilission  replies  ct.lld.  reactions by  othel~ delegations, 
where  appropriate,  concorning: 
the  si·cu::-.tion  on  thG  hops  market  (Belgian  delG~)C.tion); 
the  chilling of  poul  tr~rril(~at  (Danish deleg2.tion); 
distor·t;ions  of  competition in the  pigmeat  sector caused  by 
monetary  compensatory  cunounts  ~United Kingdom delegation); 
1285  e/77  (Pre  sse  138)  ill/CBB/ jr - I  - 7 .xr.  77 
I·iiSCELLANEOUS  DECI§IOH~ 
The  Cou..ncil  adopted  in the official languages of the 
Commu:n.i ties 
- the Regulations 
- amending  t:'ae  nomination for  ce:-..~-tain  agricultural products  1 
various B.e"c_,ula·iiions  concerning these products  and  the 
Common  Customs 
1fariff; 
concernins  i~port arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in "Ghe  Socialist Federal Hepublic  of Yugoslavia~ 
- concerning the  arra;1gement  for  ir:1portation into  the Benelux 
countries of  jute yarn  o:.~iginatine; in the Kingdom  of 
Thailand1  a.11.d  :c~epealing Regulation  (EEC)  No  1273/77; 
- adopting special measures in respect  of imports of 
certain steel nuts  from  Taiwan; 
- amending Ree;u.lation  (EEC)  No  950/68  on the  Common 
Customs  Tariff; 
- on the  system for guaranteeing the  stabilization of  e~'})ort 
earnings  fro;;.1  certain conunodities  011  behalf of the 
ACP  States and  the  Overseas  C01.mtries  a:n.d  Terri  to:-des 
associated with the  Community,  and  :c~epealing 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  158/76; 
- the Directive  on  the  approximation of laws,  regulations  and 
administrative provisions relating to  the  classification, 
packaging and labelling of paints,  va1nisheS,  glues,  printing 
inJ.cs  and  related pJ:oducts  i 
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- the  Decisions 
- authorizinc the  Commission to  tal;:e  part in negotiations 
concerninG a  dl'aft Protocol  to  the Barcelona Convention for 
the  protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pollution 
from  la:nc1-based  sources; 
- on  approval  of the  accession of the European Atomic  Energy 
Community  to  the Agreement  on  the  implementation of  a  joint 
Europea11 project  in the field of 2J,_etallurgy  on the topic 
"Equipment for  Gas  Turbines"  (COST  Projects  50/51/52)~ 
- fixing  a  Conmunity  target for  a  reduction in the 
consumption of primary  sources of energy  in the  event  of 
difficulties in the  supply of  c:c~de oil or petrolet~ 
products. 
0  0 
The  Representatives  of the  Gove:c~n.men:i:is  of  the l:eEber State-s 
of the European  Coal  and Steel Com.rnuni ty,  1·c1eeting  within the · 
Cou..11.cil 1  adopted  in the official lw_c;uaces  of the  Com.!'lv.nities  the 
Decision  on  Corununity  supervision of imports  of  coal originating 
in non-member  count:c~ies. 
1285  e/77  (Lee sse  138)  erd/  AH/lf COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
··~  '  ..... 
481st meeting of the Council · 
- Economics/Finance  -
Brussels,  21  November  1977 
President:  Mr Gaston GEENS 
Minister for Finance 
of the Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of the  member  States  and the  Commission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~!~?:~: 
IIIr  Gaston  GEENS 
W.tr  Willy CLAES 
Denmark:  _  ............... ~-
rrir  Knud  HEINESEN 
Mr Per  HA.E~C:illRUP 
l.'Ir  Kurt  HliNSEN 
Mr  Hans  APEL 
~rr  Otto  LANDSDORFF 
Mr Otto  SCHLECHT 
Mr  Manfred  LAHNSTEIN 
France: 
Mr  Robert  BOULIN 
Ireland: 
Mr  George  COLLEY 
!~~;);;y:: 
Mr  Gaetano  STAii'!lVIATI 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Econouuc Affairs 
1linister for Finance 
Ilinister for Econorllic  Affairs 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Economic  Affairs 
Federal  Ministe1~ for Finance 
Federal Minister for Economic 
Affairs 
State Secretary,  Federal Ministry 
of Economic Affairs 
State  Secretary,  Federal  ~linistry 
of Finance 
Minister responsible for Economic 
and  Financial Affairs 
I;Iinister for Finance 
rUnister for the Treasury 
1359  e/77  (J?resse  146)  to:l/PB/n-mk  ...  / ~ .. .Mr  Jacques  POOS 
~!!~.E~~h~El§l;g~~: 
Mr  W.F.  DUISENBERG 
lVIr  R,.F.M.  LUBBERS 
United Kin.rrdom:  -------·-----Q  __  __ 
Sir Donald  ~~ITLAND 
The  Commission:  ------·--- ...  ~  ....... ---
lVIr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
1~ Christopher TUGENDHAT 
Mr  Richard  BURKE 
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Minister for Finance 
Minister for Fin2nce 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
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A:t\TNUAL  RBPOT?.T  ON  TH:2:  ECONOI!IIC  SITUATION  IN  THE  COI:JIIDN:.ITY 
The  Council  8.dopted  the  2rmual  report  on the  economic 
situation in the  Community  end  the  economic  policy guidelines 
for  each I:Iember  S-!Jate  for  1978. 
The  report,  'Nhich  co:ct1~Jrises  both an  analysis  of the 
economic  si  tl.lG.tion  and  211  outline  of the  economic  outlook 
2nd  objectives for 1978,  l2.ys  c1ovm  the  guidelines which 
each Member  State  should  follow in its economic  policy in 
the  coming year.  It will be  brought  to the  attention of 
national Pa.rli&Jents  so  that they  can  tEtke  it into· account 
!.luring budg:jt  debates. 
The  report will be  IJUblished  in the Official Journal  of 
the  European Communi ties in tho next  few  c1ays. 
I 
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EC ON011IC  AND  MONETARY  UHION 
. Tho  Commission  presEmted  to the  Council  a  comnrunication 
on  the  prospects for  econor.1ic  and  monetary union. 
In  th2  Com;nission's  view,  progress  towards  economic  oncl 
monetary union  should  nako  a  decisive contribution to the 
achievem::mt  of the  common  objec·i;ives  of stability,  growth 
8Jld  employment.  It woulcl  strengthen the  integration of the 
Community  at  a  time  when  tho  prospect  of fur·i;hcr  el1largoment 
is  taking shape.  Its achievement  would  be  a  decisive factor 
in rc-storL'1e;  order within the  international monetHry  system. 
The  Com.rnission  r.ccorc1ingly  put  forward  a  prog-.carmne  for  tho 
next five years  which  envisages  in particular  ali{~ninent  of 
e c anomies,  the  a.chievomcnt  of  a  single market  rmc1  the 
development  of policies to  clee.l .Nith structural and  social 
problems  in the  Cormnunity. 
This  comnULn.ication  is to be  examined  by  the  Buropean Council 
on  5  ond  6  Dece!nber  1977. 
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ADJUSTMENT  OF  SHORT  AND  ]f.iEDiill't~  TEffi.~  CREDIT  MECHANISMS 
As  regards  short-term credit mechanisms,  the Council 
.formally noted that the Board  of Governors  of the Central 
Banks  intended 
- to  double debit  anQ  credit facilities 
- to  exaine the problem  of increasing the quotas  at the next 
five-yearly  review vcl1ich  should take place before March  1979. 
As  regards medium  term creti.it  mechanism,  the  Council,  on 
the basis  of an opinion submitted to it by  the Monetary  Committee, 
expressed itself favourably  disposed  tov~rds the  suggestions 
made  in this  connection by  the Belgian presidency in July of 
this year and  invited the Commission  to  submit  proposals  on the 
matter as  soon as  possible  •. 
INVESTMENTS  ANJ)  LO~~'~.NS  IN  THE  COWilYIUNITY 
In view  of the forthcoming meeting of the European Council 
on 5  and  6 December,  the  Council held and  exchange  of views,  on 
the basis  of the reports submitted by the C01mnittee  on  Economic 
Policy  and the monetary  Comrni tt  ee,  on the  Corn.mission  communication 
relating to  investment  a..'ld  lending in the  Community. 
1359  e/77  (Presse  146·)  her/KO/paz  •••/c•• - 7- 21.XI.77 
IMPROVING  CO-ORDINATION  OF  NATIONAJ1  ECONOrHC  POLICIES 
On  the  basis of the  Commission  communication the  Council 
held  a  discussion9  in which all delegations  expressed a  desire 
for better co-ordination of  the  economic  and  financial policies 
of  the Member  States. 
At  the  close  of  this  discussion the  Council  asked  the 
Committees with  Dpecial responsibility for  the  co,;.;ora±nation of 
the  economic  and  financial policies of the Member  States  to 
ex~Jine 9  in their own  fields  and  on  the  basts of  the  Co~nission 
communication1  how  this goal  could  be  achieved. 
It asked  these  Committees  to  submit their opinions at an 
early date  so  that it could  reach a  decision  on  the  matter at 
one  of its first meetings next year. 
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I1UTUAL  ASSif3TANCE  IN  THE  FI:CL_"D  OF  DIRECT  TAXATION 
The  Co1.mcil  agTeed  in principle  on the  te::·t:;  of the 
Directi  •.:-e  ( 1 )  laying dorm  arl~angements for mutual  assistance 
by the  te.x  authorities  of  -the  Member  States in the  field of 
direct taxation. 
The  international scale of tax  evasion  snc"':.  tax avoidance 
makes  it necessary  for  such :.:;>ractices  to  be  combatted  inter-
nationally.  Collaboration between national  tEG~  c_uthori  ties 
-is an  iEl)ort2.11t  step in this <lirection. 
The  scope  of the DirectiYe  goes  beyond  e:dstine bilateral 
mutual  assistance between some  member  States,  extending it 
to. the  whole  of the  Col!llllUJli".;:r. 
The  Directive  provic1_es  :~or  a  system for  the  e::change  of 
information.  sv.ch  as  woulc~  enable  taxes  on  inco:ne  and  capital 
to  be  correctly determined..  Such  exchanges  nc,:,'  tal~e place 
auto:rn8ticc..1ly  or  at  the  instigation of a  Member  s·cate, 
clepenc~ing on  -~he  circur11stm:ces. 
The  Di:i.nective  also  E~2lces  :.:?revision for the  arrMgements 
of inquiries by  one  llember  Sta:l:ie  on behalf of  c-::.r..other  I.Iember 
Ste:t;e  for the  lTUrpose  of  oiJ"c2.ining  thP.  inforrnation :;_nequested. 
The  possibiJ.ity of officials from  one  r.1ember  State being 
present  on  ·t:;!w  terri  tory  o:c  G  .. nother Member  State is  also 
-~  ..  ,r-......... - ..... -----
( 
1 j  ::t:i:ce  Dc:.:.lisll  c1elesaticn. entering a  reservation. 
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11J.1e  mutual  assistrmce  srrangemen·ts  al3o  include 
provisions  to  preserve the  confidentiality oi the  information 
obtained. 
Finally  1  the Directive  provides  for  co-o·Jel
1e,tion between 
the member  States  nnc1  the  Commission  with  2,  viev; to  improvill[:; 
mutual  assistance  arra:o.cements  and  drawing up  2.C::.cUtional 
reg-ulations,  if need  be. 
This  Directive  re:Zlects  the :Member  Statesr  firm  resolve 
to  comb:?,-1:;  international  ta~: evasion  and  avoidance  in a 
practical m&"'1Iler ,, 
It will be  fin2~lly ac10JTl:;ed  by  the  Council  at  one  of its 
forthcominc; meetings  af·!;cr it has  been finalized  in the 
offici<ll l2-nguages  oi the  Co;nmuni ties,  provic.l.ec"'..  that the 
Dmlish  clelezs,tion  wi  thc~r:;;.ws  its reservation. 
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Furthering the  process  of establishing a  Community 
market  in the  b811.Xing  sector~  which  vr2.s  begun ':Jy  the 
Directives liberalizing certain c.::pi tal movements  and  b::· 
the  adoption of the  Directive of 28  June  1973  entailing the 
abolition of certain restrictions on  freedom of establishment 
2nd  freedom  to  supply services,  the  Council  agreed  on  a 
first Directive  on the  co-ordination of laws  to  facilitate 
the  taking up  <:m.d  pursuit of the business of  creG.i  t 
institutions. 
The  Directive  encompasses  a  very broad  spect!'lkll of 
instj_ tutions within its scope  so  as  to :;rotect savings 
under equivalent  conC',i tions of competi  tioYJ.  between credit 
institutions. 
Insti  tutioEs  seeking authorizc:ction must fulfil various 
conditions  reg8.rding  ii.1ter alia their ovm  funds  and  the 
persons managL1g  their business.  Assessment  of  economic 
necessity in the  founding  of  ax1  i!!..sti tv.tion or the  setting 
up  of branches in another member  State v:ill be  abolished 
in due  course.  The. 2.rrangeE1ents  for such branches  a.:re 
clo.rified.  and insti  tution8 existing }?rior to  the  entry into 
force  of the  Ilirecti  ve  are  inclu&ed in the  arrru1.gements 
thus  introduced. 
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Fifi th  reg::..rd  to  oper.J.ting  conditions  for  crecli  t 
institutions,  the  use  of the  names  "bm1.k'l  and 
"savings  banlc"  is regulated.  Collaboro.tion is arrm-:.ged 
between the  superv:_sory authorities responsible  for  crecli  t 
institutions.  The  situation of su.ch  institutions will be 
exru11inecl  on  <.::.  regular basis,  using harrnonized  ratj_os" 
The  way  is .:.lso  paved for the  est8_blishment  of 
Bore  complete  arr~1gements for  br~u1ches of credit 
institutions which have  their head office outside  the 
Community. 
The  extent of the  differences between national laws 
hs.s  made  it essential that  progress be  made  by  st2cges  o 
Hence,  an Advisory Committee  has  been set up  to  promote 
more  intensive  co-ordination and  to  exa.mine  D.n~· 
problems  which might  u.rise  in implementing  the  Directives 
.::~lreac1y  adopted  on liberalization and  co-ordination of 
national laws  on credit insti  tut:io1J.S  m1c1  their business. 
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The  Governments  of  tho  T:~ember States  and  the  Commission 
of  the  jJuropeon Commillli ties vvere  represented  as  follows: 
Belg-ium: 
-w..-~---
Mr  Henri SIMONET 
Mr  Gaston  G:SENS 
r.Jir  jJark  EYSKENS 
Denmark: 
Mr K.B.  ANDERSEN 
Mr  Niels  ERSB,0LL 
Mr  Klaus  VON  DOHNANYI 
Mr  Joachim RIEHLE 
France:  .... ...----
Mr  Robert  BOULIN 
Mr  Jean-Franqois  DENIAU 
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Mr  Michael 0 7ICENNEDY 
Mr  George  COLLEY 
Mr. Gaetano  STAI\'ITdATI 
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APPLICATION  OF  ARTICLE  131  OF  THE  ACT  OF  ACCESSION 
The  Council  carried out  a  thorough  stud~r of the 
problems  r2..ised  by  the  application of Article  131  of 
the  Act  of Accession.  In concluding its discussion it 
ascertained. that it could not  take  a  decision Rt  this 
stage,  and  thus  agreed to  submit  the matter to  the 
European Council  on  5  and  6  December  1977. 
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REGULATION  O]'T  VAT  OWN  HESOURCES 
The  Council worked  out  a  joint position regarding the 
Regulation on VAT  own  resources. 
This Regulation contains  specific  arrangements  for 
determining ·che  basis or assessment  of VAT  O\'Vll  resources,  and 
provisions  concerning accounts,  the  making available  of  own 
resources  and measures  of control. 
Together with the  new  Regulatj_on  implementing the  decision 
of  21  April  1970  on  the  replacement  of financial  contributions 
from  Member  States by  the  Communityrs  own  resources~  this 
Regulation should  enable  the  own  resources  system to  be  fully 
implemented. 
This  joint position will now  be  communicated to  the 
European  ParJiament~  in accordance  with the  conciliation 
procedure. 
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NEW  REGULATION  No  2/71 
The  Council reached a  joint position on  a  hew 
Regulation No  2/71,  except for  the provisions  of that 
Regulation concerning  the application of Article  131 
of the  Act  of Accession. 
This Regulation is aimed at ensuring,  as  from 
1  January  1978,  the integrai application of  the  own 
resources arrangements.  It lays  down  provisions for 
accounts  and  the making available  of  own  resources 
(customs  duties,  agricultural levy and VAT)  and  those 
relating to measures  of  control.  It also lays  down 
detailed rules for the functioning  of Commission  cash 
resources  as  from  1  January  1978. 
The  text  of this  joint position will be  forwarded_ 
to  the European Parliament  in accordance with the 
conciliation procedure. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of  the  ~ITopean Communities  were  represented as follows: 
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FOOD  AID 
The  Council heard a  statement by Mr  CHKfSSON,  Member  of 
the  Corrimission,  appl·ising the Council  of the importance  which 
the  Commission  attached to the acceptance  of its proposals  on 
the volume  of the skimmed-milk  food  aid programme  for 1977  and 
1978.  He  drew the Council's attention to the large-scale food 
aid requirements still existing in the developing countries, 
which warranted a  continuing major  effort  on  the part of the 
Community  in this area. 
The  Council noted that this matter would  be dealt  with in 
detail at its meeting on  development  co~operation questions  on 
28  November  1977• 
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TEXTILE  NEGOTIATIONS 
The  Council heard an  interim progress  report  from 
Vice-President  I-IAFEPJZ"...ll.ll:'iP  on the  current bilateral textile 
negotiations  with  some  30  countries  which  are scheduled to 
close at the  end  of this month. 
It noted with satisfaction that certain parts of the 
negotiations  had already been success.fully concluded  and 
expressed the wish that the remaining negotiations  could also 
be terminated within the desired period  on the basis  of the 
brief adopted by the  Councilo 
Most  delegations  took this  opportunity to make  statements 
on various  aspects  of the negotiations. 
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RELATIONS  'WITH  CHINA 
The  Council adopted  a  decision authorizing the  Commission 
to negotiate an agreement  between the Community  and  the 
People's  Republic  of  China and  laying down  directives  for that:. 
purpose.  These negotiations,  as  is kno••vn,  are to be for the 
conclusion of a  non-·preferential trade agreement. 
It is to be  eA~ected that following this  decision by the 
Council the  Commission will shortly address  an invitation to 
China for the  opening of negotiations  before the  end  of the 
year. 
RELATIONS  WITH  ASEAN 
At  the request  of the German  delegation the Council  dep.lt 
with the  que::::.tion  of the  extension of relationS  Vii th the  ASEAN 
countries  (to  which it attaches  great  importance)  and with that 
delegation's  suggestion for a  meeting at  M~inisterial level 
between both sides. 
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rrhe  Cm,::;.'lcil  hea.rd  2.  st2:te~·Jen-t  by· Viscount  DAVIGNON, 
Nember  o:f  the  Commission,  on  the  Community's  iron o...11d  steel 
p:coblems.  :J:hc  statement  i::..'lcluded  2.n  analysis  of the  steel 
market  situ2:tion and  domestic  measures· necessary to  avert 
a.  crisis  2:t  the level of both the  orgsnization of'  the markets 
and  the  reali;'llinent  of structures in the iron and  i;Jteel 
industry.  The  Conunission representa.ti  va  also  outlined 
Commission thinking  on  the  financial  resources  required to 
implement  dor::wstic  restru.cturinc  a11d  redeploymG:c1t  measures. 
He  ended by  ou.nmarizing the  situation as  regards  trade in iron 
end steel products  with third coUL'Yltries. 
The  Council held  a  vricle··rrnlginc-;  discussion on all these 
problems  t  which  concluded v.riti.1  a  st2.tement  by tho  Council 
President  tha:t;  the  Council  shared ·the  Commission's  concern 
over the  sel~iousness of the crisis  a·ti  present bli&htine the 
Commlli.1i ty iron and  steel il'J.dus-Gry  in the broader  V/Ol~ld 
crisis in th2:t  sector. 
The  Cm.mcil  reco,znisod th  :.  need for  a  Conmru.ni ty approach 
to  t2.c~de the  crisis  m1.d  that undertakings  would  therefore have to 
to be  rJorG  disciplined in Ll}Jlementing the  price 
and production e.rrancements  planned. 
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The  Council  also  recoe;nized the need  :!:'or  the  Commission 
to provide  for innnedia,te  measures  to support  the  restructurinG 
of industry  a."l.d  to  aid the  red·e;ployment  of workers  worst 
affected by  -~he crisis  and by  redeployment. 
Finally,  the  Cou.11.cil  cEl1Gd upon the  Coin;-Jission  to  draw 
up  the necessary proposals  which  would  enable the Council, 
after ex2.r11ining  them,  to take  a  decision at 
on  19  2-11.c1  20  December,  tl18:i."eby  enabling all 
adoption to apply. as  fro1i1  1  Jsnuary  1978. 
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PREP .ARATIONS  FOR  THE  EUROPEAN  COUNCIL 
Acting in accordance  with the  genere.l  terrJs  of reference 
received from  the  Europeen Council,  the  Council  set  about 
preparing the  issues likely to appear  on  the  agenda for the 
\ 
next European  Council meeting  on  5  and  6  December next. 
RELATIONS  1:liTH  YUGOSLAVIA 
After taking note  of the  communication  subm.ittcd to it 
by the  Commission  concerning the  openi!lg of neeotis.tions with 
Yugoslavia_  fol"  the  conclusion of  a  new  agree1:1ent  in the  spirit 
of  the  Belgre.de  joint declc:.ration  of  2  December  1976,  the 
Council  instructed the  Permo.nent  Representatives  Comnittee  to 
. formul2.te  neeotiating directives  on  the  basis of the 
corrm.1Ul'licatio~J.  and  to report back at the  next  Council  meeting 
in December,.,. 
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FISHERIES  EXTERNAL  ASPECTS 
The  Cotmcil  took stock of a  num1Jer  of issues concerning 
external relations in fisheries. 
I'1ore  particularly: 
- it examined  the  current state of relations with Polands  the 
German  Democratic  Republic  and .the  USSR 1  especially as regards 
the progress  of negotiations  on  framework  agreements  with 
those  countries.  The  Council  confirmed its support for the 
C.ornmission  position that under  the  present  circumstances no 
fishing rights should be  extended  or restored for  these 
countries  beyond  1  December. 
In view of the  conuni tments  entered into by  the  Cormmmi ty 
under  ICNAF 1  the  Council also  adopted  a  Regulation  extending 
.until the  end of the year the  autonomous  arrangements  applicable 
to USSR  vessels and authorizing such vessels  to continue  a 
certain amount  of fishing in the  ICNAF  1  zone  off the  coast of 
Greenland; 
examined  a  Conunission  recomn1endation  concerning additional 
Directives  for the negotiation of fisheries  agreements  between 
the  Comrrrunity 1  Guinea~Bissau 7  Cape  Verde 7  Liauritania and Senegal. 
1361  e/77. (Presse  148)  ers/DJI-:1/ez 
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In view  of the  importance  of finchng swift and 
satisfactory solutions to  the  problems  facing  certain 
Community  fishermen in the waters  concerned,  the 
Council  agreecl.  in principle to  the  gu.io.elines  contained 
in the Commission  recommendation.  It instructed the 
Permanent Representatives Conwittee to continue its 
discussions  on  this matter so that it could finalize 
the negotiating directives in the near future; 
- it t0ok note - as regards relations with Yugoslavia 
in the fisheries sector - that the Commission would 
make  all necessary  endeavours  to  ensure that Community 
fishermen  could continue to fish in Yugoslav waters. 
GREENLAND 
The  Council  took note  of  a  statement  by  the Danish 
delegation with regard to Greenland. 
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'  REGIONAL  POLICY 
On  the  basis of a  Commission  communication  on  regional 
policy guidelines,  the  Cou..'l1.cil  examined  in dete.il  certain 
questions  aris~ng in connection with those  guidelines  and 
the  adaptation of  regione~ lJolicy legislation. 
These  questions  concerned in particular the  <Jeriodic 
reports to be  drawn  up  by the  Commission  and  the  action to 
be  taken  on  them  by the  Council,  the  examination of the 
allocation of national  shares,  the  definition of infra-
structures eligible for Fm1d  aid,  the  procedure  for fixing 
the  Fund's  endowment  and the  introduction of  multi~annual 
overall progra.rnming  alongsio.e  the  annual budgetary 
procedure. 
Another essential question involved the  fixing of the 
amount  to  be  entered in the  1978  budget for the  Regional 
Fund.  As  part of the  budgetary procedure,  and  to permit 
that procedure  to  pro~Tess normally,  the  Cottncil 
rejected the  European Ps..rliement  amendment  consisting in 
the  restor2.tion of the  cmmni tment  appropriation of 
750 million UA  initially proposed by the  Commission,  which 
resulted in the  restoration of the  comm.itment  appropriation 
of 398  million UA  which it had entered in the  draft  budget 
undertool{ to re-examine  this. matter in the  course  of 
consul  t2.tions with the  Euro3;Jean  Parliament  to be -held  on 
.7  December  with the  hope  of reaching agreement  with the 
European Parliament  on  a  figure  representing a  substential 
real increase  in Fund activity. 
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These  measures  were  taken to allow the  European Council 
to  rule  on the  ke3'  questions  in the  matter. 
With regard to  the  other questions  mentioned  above, 
the  Counc11  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  tocontinue its work  in the light of today's 
discussions  so  ·chat  the  Council  could act before  the  end of 
the  year. 
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UNCTAD  - COMMON  l'i'UND 
The  Council  took stock of the  m~CTAD negotiations  in 
progress  in Geneva  on the  establishment of a  common  fund and 
toolc  the necessary steps  to  enable  the  Community  to make  a 
useful contribution to  the  final phase  of. these negotiations  • 
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ITISCELL.ANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Conmrunities  the  Regulations 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1279/77  suspending the 
application of indicative  ceilings established by 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  3230/76,  3231/76,  3233/76,  3234/76 
and  3235/76 for  imports  of  certain products  originating in 
Austria,  Finland,  Norwe.y,  Portugal  and  Sweden; 
- opening,  allocating and.  :providing for the  administration 
of tariff quotas for certain types  of paper 2nd  paperboard 
of subheadings ex 48.0_1  C II and  48.01  F  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff,  originating in Portugal  (1978)i 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  316/77  concerning the 
application of  an anti-dumping duty on  chains for· cycles 
and  motor cycles,  origine:'Ging in  Taiwan; 
- opening,  allocating and  providing for the  ao111inistration 
of Commu11ity  tariff quotas for 
- newsprint falling within subheading No  48.01  A of 
the · Common  Customs  Tariff  ( 1978)  and  eJ:tending this 
quota to  certain other types of paper 
- certain hand-made  products 
- certain hend-woven fabrics, ·pile  and  chenille 
fnlling within hec:.dings  Nos  ex 50.1 0, 
ex  55.07,  ex  55.09  2nd  ex  58.04  of the  Com..'l'llon 
Customs  Tariff; 
- on the  tariff treatment  of certain products  intended for 
use  in the  construction,  nmintenance  and  repe.ir of 
aircraft. 
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The  Council  authorized the  Commission to negotiate 
exche.nges  of letters between the  European Economic  Community 
on  the  one  hs.nd  and  IsrE',el,  Algeria,  Morocco  8nd  Tunisia on 
the  other  concerning the  import into the  Community  of preserved 
fruit  s2~ads originating in those  countries  (renewal for  1978 
of  the  iiDJ)Ort  arrangements). 
The  Council  authorized the  Conmission to negotiate  an 
exchange  of letters with Algeria concerning the  import  into 
the  Comrau.nity  to  tomato  concentrates originating in Algeria 
(extension· for 1978  of the  vol'lllltary restraint arrangements). 
Rela.tions  v:li th the  ACP  States 1md  the  OCT 
~---~-----~-~M--·--- ---~--~ 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation extending Regule:tion  (EEC) 
No3328/75 renewing  the  arre.ngements for the  reduction of 
import  charges  on  beef  2J1d  veal  products  origi112cting  in the 
A:fricruJ.,  Caribbean  ar~d P:oicific  States. 
The  Council  also  adopted  in the  official l8.nguages  of the 
Communities  the  decisions giving a  discharge  to the  Commission 
in respect  of the  implementation of operations U.."Ylder  the  1st, 
2nd  and  3rd EDFs  for the  financial  year  1975. 
Food  aid  ........ ._,.,,_ 
Under  the  1975  ~nd 1976  Drogre~es for aid in the  form  of 
milk products,  the  Council agreed to the  allocetion to Vietnam 
and Egypt  of quantities remaining in the  reserves for these 
programmes,  viz.: 
to Vietnam:  6, 009  tonne s  of  skirmned-milk  powder 
to Egypt  269  to~nes of butteroil. 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities ·the Decisions 
- adjusting the portion of  administrative  expenditure of 
the European Coal  and Steel Community  to be  covered by 
levies  on  the  production of coal  and steel; 
-giving guidelines to·the Conwission for the negotiation 
of  a  Safeguard Agreement  between the· European Atomic  Energy 
Community,  France  and the International Atomic  Energy 
Agency •. 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communi ties the Regulation amenc1ing  Regulations  (EEC) 
Nos  1408/71  ami  574/72  on  the application of social security 
schemes  to  employed persons  and their families moving  within 
the  Comrnu..."li ty. 
On  a  proposal by the French Government,  the Council 
appointed Mr  Maurice  RMllOND,  Inspector at the  Inspection 
Generale  des  Affaires Sociales,  an alternate member  of the 
Co~nittee  o~ the European Social Fund  in place  of Mr  CULAUD, 
who  has resigned,  until such time  as all members  of  t.he 
Committee  are replaced. 
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The  Govex·:nments  of  the  Member  States and the  Commission 
of the  European  Commvni ties were  represented as  follows: 
~~!g:h~: 
l.VTr  Mark  EYSKENS 
;QQ~~r!f: 
IVIr  Niels  ERSBPLL 
~~~~~: 
~rr  Joachim HIZHLE 
France:  ------
Jl'lr  Pierre  BBHN.A.RD-REYJ.ItiOND 
Ireland: 
I,1r  Jlfurtin 0 'DONOGHUE 
f~~!Y~ 
Mr  Antonio  m.A.ZZJl...RRINO 
!:!S?S~~:\?Q.SEg: 
Mr  Jean  DONDELINGER 
State Secretary for  the Budget 
State Secretary, :Ministry for 
:B'oreign  Affairs 
State Secretary,  Federal :Ministry  , 
of Finance 
State Secretary to  the minister 
for Economic  Affairs and Finance 
·(Budget) 
Department  for Economic  Planning 
and Development 
Deputy State Secretary,  ministry 
of the  Treasury 
Ambassador,  Permanent 
Repre sen  ta.ti  ve 
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Netherlands:  -----------
1\'Ir  J .H.  LUBB:LmS 
.Mr  William NICOLL 
Commission~ 
!vir  Christopher TUGEN.DHAT 
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NEW  FINANCIAL  REGULATION 
As  part of the  procedure  for consultation between the 
European Parliament  snd the  Council  on  the new  financial 
regulation?  the Council met  a  delegation from  the  European 
Parliament comprising !iir  COLOMBO  (President)~  Mr  SPENALE 
(Vice-President),  Messrs  LANGE,  AIGNER  and  BANGEMANN 
(Vice-Chairmen  of the  Committee  on  Budgets),  Iilr  SP..AV'T 
(Rapporteur  on  the  1978  budget),  Lord  BRUCE  of  DONINGTON, 
and Messrs  COINTAT  and  SPINELLI  (Members  Qf  the Committee  on 
Budgets). 
This meeting was  the  occasion for  a  second discussion 
of the draft financial regulation,  in particular as regards 
certain questions left outstanding at the Conciliation 
Co~mittee meeting  on  7  November  1977~  namely  those  of  transfers 
of appropriations,  comments 1  control and  research appropriations. 
Discussion of these  questions and  of certain related 
matters raised by  the  sruae  draft  enabled the  two  parties  to 
narrow their differences of opinion  on  the  amended  draft, 
although the  question of control was  set aside  for a  subsequent 
meeting fixed  for 7  December  so that the Council  and  the 
European Parliament might  acquaint  themselves with the  opinion 
issued on  this matter by  the  Court  of  Auditors~  This meeting 
should maJce  it possible to finalize  the  text of the new 
regulation in time  for it to  apply  from  1  January  1978. 
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DRAFT  GENERAL  BUDGET  FOTI  1978 
The  Council held  en  e::~change  of views  on  ce::.~tain budget 
questions  concerning the  d.rait  general  budget  for  1978  9  in orc1er 
to  prepc.'l.I'e  its position  pl~ior to  embarking  on  a  dialogue  wi  tll 
the  delegation  from  th:J  Et.n~opean Parliament under the  budget 
proceC.ure. 
In the  course  of the  dialogue  with the  Europe::m Parliament 
delegation,  the  participa..11ts  fully  explained their respective 
positions lJarticularly on the  European Parliar,1ent 1 s  amendments 
and  proposed modificatio:LlS,  2.nd  on the  more  general  problems 
connected with the  estp.hlishraent  of the  1978  htidc;et o 
The  Council  also  info:;_~med the  European Parliament  delegation 
that,  at its meeting on 21  November  1977,  it had.  adopted  cornmon 
guidelines  on the  draft Regulations  regarding VAT  own  resom~ces 
and  the full application of the  own  resources  system as  fro1>1 
1  January  1978  (new Re[;ulation 2/71). 
The  p.s.rties  to the  C:.ic.lo{;Ue  also  tool:c  note  of the  Cotmcil  ~ s 
conclusions  on the  Regional  F\md,  which  are  SUiill!Iarized  in Press 
Release  1361/77  (Presse  148)  of  21  and  22  November  1977. 
It wa:.::  ag-reed  that  sL:1ilar  steps  woulc1  be  ts.l~en  in the 
further  c.p;plication of bv.c1Jet  procedure  as  reG;arc:s  the 
1978  foocl_  aid programme,  upon which the  Council  iD  to  act  at  i-'c3 
meeting  on  oevelopment  on  28  November  1977. 
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In the light of this  exchange  of views,  the  Council 
went  on to  give  a  second  reacting to  the  draft general  budget 
of the  European  Communities  end to  a  vote  on the  amendments 
and  proposed modifications.  Following discussion,  it was 
agreed tho.t  the  modified draft  budget  - amountil1g provisionally 
to  about  12,145  MEUA  in payment  apprO}Jriations  and  12,362  fv1EUA 
in commitment  appropriations  - would  be  forwc.:;.~c1ec1  to the 
Europee.n  Parliament  so  th2.t  the latter could.  ta~.~e  a  final 
decision on it at its plen8..ry sitting in December. 
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IIUSCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulations 
- amending for the  third time  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2453/76  on 
· the  transfer to  the  Italian intervention agency  of frozen 
beef  and  veal  held by  the  intervention agencies  of other 
. Member  States; 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2452/76  onthe transfer to  the 
Italian intervention agency  of butter held by the 
intervention agencies  of  other member  States. 
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The  Governments  of the Ilember  States  and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communities  were represented as  follows: 
B elgi  u.m: 
f,1r  Lucien  OUTERS 
Denmark: 
mrs  I,ise  OESTERGAA-B.D 
Germany: 
Mrs  riarie  SCHLEI 
France: 
Mr  Robert  GALLEY 
:fi:Ir  Jean-Fran9ois  DENIAU 
Ireland: 
r:1r  f!Ii chael  0 v KENNEDY 
·Italy: 
m·inister for  Development 
Co-operation 
Minister without Portfolio 
Federal Minister for Economic 
Co-operation 
Minister for  Co-operation 
State Secretary,  I!Iinistry of 
Foreign Affairs 
T'1inistry of Foreign Affairs 
Hr Eugenio  PLAJA  Ambassador,  Permanent  Representation 
Luxembourg: 
T;~r  Jean  DONDELINGER  Ambassador,  Permanent  Representation 
1406  e/77  (Fresse  152)  kin;'rnjep  ...  ; ••• Netherlands: 
r;r  J ,P.  PRONK 
United  Kingdom: 
r{Irs  Judith Hart 
Commission: 
lf'r  Claude  CHEYSSON 
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SPECIAL  ACTION  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THE  CIEC 
At  the  final ministerisl session of the  CIEC  the  developed 
countries agreed  on  a  special action  progr~ne of 1,000 million 
dollars to help meet  the  immediate  needs  of  the- low-income 
countries. 
The  Cmmnuni ty contribution to this progr2r.'Une  o..mounts  to 
385 million dollars which the  Comnrunity  has  chosen to pay 
to  a  special account  of the  International  Development 
Association  (IDA). 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  brie:':'  to  be  given to  the 
Community  representatives for the  negotiation of  the  a.greement 
to be  concluded with the  IDA  on  the  use  of the  Cor~runity 
contributio;."l. 
This  Council decision will  e.~,,_.·bJ..e  -~J.~:  CiJt;,:TLmity 
contribution to be  -put  to r2,pid use  in accord2nce  with the 
purpose  of  the  special action,  which is to give  prompt 
assista."YJ.ce  to  a  number  of particu::!.t  -~ · o  :;.eecly  countries. 
The  bulk of the  Coro.muni ty  contr~.b~:ttion will go  to developing 
countries with a  GNP  per cspita of not more  than 280 dollars  • 
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COr.lll'ruNITY  GENERA.LIZED  PREFERENCES  FOR  1978 
Af"l{er  consulting the Associated States  concerned and  the 
ACP  States,  the  Council  adopted the  generalized preference 
scheme  for 1978. 
The  new  offers ·made  by the  C01mnunity,  for  1978,  concern 
ma.inly the  o:ptirrrum  use  of the  preferences  already granted by 
the  Co1mnunity,  bearing in mind  the substantial  and  s~~tematic. 
improvements  granted over previous  years  and  the  dis~uieting 
developments  in the  economies ·of the  Community  Member  States. 
Overall,  the  amount  of trade  covered  (possible preferential 
imports)  should total  5e 1  thousand million UA  for industrial 
products  and  1 .3  thousand million UA  for  agricuJ:ture~ products. 
Whilst  the  overall offer for industrial products  (chapter 
25.99  of the  CCT)  is  only slightly up  on that for 1977,  the 
Council has  decided  on  a  significant  improvemen·i;  to facilitate 
imports  by raising to nine  the  nu.mber  of tariff quotas  for 
which  a  Comnn.mi ty reserve is set aside.  As  regards  textiles, 
the  1977  system has  been eztended for six months  nith no 
adjustment,  owing to  the state of  crisis  experienced by the 
textile industry in several  Com:rnuni ty regions  and  a~so to take 
account  of the  current textile negotiations  •.  As  regards  jute 
and  coir,  complete  suspension of tariff duty is scheduled as 
from  1  January  1978,  following the Agreements  concluded with 
the  exporter developing cotmtries  concerned. 
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The  Council  decided to  e:~end preferences to  Romania  for 
a  number  of  acldi tional products  by  comparison with  1977. 
For the LDC's  the  Council  agreed to  suspend,  in 1978,  the 
application of ceilings for ell semi-sensitive  anc1  non-sensitive 
industrial products  - with the  exclusion,  however,  of textile 
products.  This  measure  ~:ollo'!JS  on from that  decic,ed  in  1977 
(suspension of  cut-offs)  2ncl  falls under the  ne\"·'  zt~oproach in 
force  since  1977  institutinc; special  arrangements  for the lee.st 
competitive  countries., 
As  regards  processed agricultural products  (chapters  1 
to  24  of the  CCT),  the  Cou:ricil  agreed t'J  the  inclusion of a 
number  of new  products  (in pe.rticular horses for slaughter  and 
other horses,  certain·varieties of shellfish and  mollusca, 
limes,  mixtures  of tropical fruit  and  certain fruit  and 
vegetables'  during winte:c) .. 
Furthermore,  the  Council  decided to rener1  all 2.rgicul  tural 
quotas  (canned  pineapple other than in slices,  pineapples  in 
slices,  soluble  coffee  anc:t  cocoa butter,  Virginia tobacco  ancl. 
other tobacco)  and  included  a  Co~rrunity reserve to  include  in 
these  quotas  a  proportion representing the  Community  reserve. 
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RELATIONS  WITH  THE  NON-GOVERNl1ENTAL  ORGANIZATIONS  (NGOs) 
SPECIALIZING  IN  DEVELOPMENT  CO~OPERATION 
The  Council  agreed to  the  procedure  to be followed  when 
using the  Co~munity appropriations  set aside for co-operation 
with NGOs  and  to the general guidelines for the use of  such 
appropriations. 
The  Council  expressed satisfaction at the adoption of 
these texts,  v,rhich  provided a  formal  basis for continuing the 
extremely fruitful co-operation between the  Community. and 
the  NGOso 
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CO-ORDINATION  AND  HARMQ_:~TI  ZATI ON_Q}~~_l)E  VELO~lVIEN~-.  CQ-OPERATI ON 
POLICIES 
The  Council  made  ftiTther progress  at this meeting,  in 
its discussions  on the  imlJlementation of its Resolution of 
November  1976  on the  co-ordination and  harmonize:iJion of the 
development  co-operation policies  of the  Member  States  and 
the  COII!IillUlity. 
Following up its Resolution of  22  March  1977  on the 
co-ordination of emergency  a:n.d  humanitarian  8.icl.  )ro jects, 
the  Covncil  agreed to  rules  fol'  organizing such  co~·ordinat;ion. 
This  will involve  close  co·-operation between  a  Co:-;unission 
co-ordinator and  the Henber States.  The  Council also took 
note  of the list of  con·lJingency  measures  which  may  currently 
be  invoked in the  member States  and  the  Communit:l  in the 
event  of  disas·~ers.  The  Resolution of  22  March  thus  becomes 
fully operational. 
The  Council  was  informed  of  a  proposal  from  t~1.e 
Belgian delegation on the  co-ordination of bilateral aid and 
agreed to  a  Resolution the  purpose  of·which  ~over and  above 
existing co-ordination arrangements  for  Co~mxnity and 
Member  States• aid- is,  by means  of meetings 
(1)  see Annex 
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in on  ad  hoc  framework,  to bettor co  ... ordil'late 
the bilateral activities of two  or more  Member  States in 
a  country or group  of particular developing  countries or 
when  the  implementation of  joint projects is involved. 
This  new  form  of co-ordination is to be  carried out 
both in Europe  and  on  the  spot. 
The  Council  also noted an oral statement  by 
m:r  CHEYSSON,  member  of the  Commission,  on  progress in the 
field of co-ordination and  harmonization.  It requested 
the  Co~nission to  widen  the  scope  of its activities both 
on  a  sectoral level  and  in accordance  with  a  country-by-country 
approach. 
The  Council  also  ac;reed  - because  of the  importance  of 
the  subject  and  in order to  be  able  to hold  a  thorough 
debate  - to postpone until its next meeting its general 
discussion of the  reciprocal implications of development  co-
operation  polic~r and  the  other  Community  policies. 
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AID  FOR  NON-ASSOCIATED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
A general  consensus  emerged in the Council in favour  of 
the  programme  submitted by the Commission  for the use  of the 
45  MUA  appropriation entered in the  1977  budget  for  financial 
and technical aid for non-associated developing countries. 
These  appropriations  can now  be  committed by  the  Commission 
before  the  end of the year. 
The  Council  worked  out  for the  Co1nmission  a  number  of 
guidelines  for the  1978  programme.  The  appropriations in the 
budget  for  this  programme  amount  to  60  MEUA. 
The  Council also noted that there was  now  a  consensus  on 
the  principle of establishing a  basic regule,tion defining 
the  framework  for Com..munity  action in the matter of financial 
a..11d  technical aid for  non-~associated countries  .. 
The  debate  enabled positions to  be  brought substantially 
closer on  a  number  of outstanding questions.  The  ComLcil, 
subject to application,  if necessary,  of the  conciliation 
procedure with the  Euro:pew Parliament,  proposed to  conclude 
its debate  at its next meeting  so  that the Regulation could 
apply in time  for the  1978  budget. 
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FOOD  AID 
ThG  C01.mcil  - by ·on  ovel~::helming majori  t;v  - wo:c" 1':ed  out 
a  guideline  te>  the  effect  tho,t  :food  aid in thJ  j:orm  of 
skinm1ed-miL':  powder  in  1978  should. total appro:drno:tel,y 
150,000  to11..nes.  It was  ;~;_g:::·oec1  that the  Budget  Colmcil  vmulcl 
soon take  the  ~.)udget8.r3r  c 1ccicion  conce:c'ning the  relevant 
appropriations  to  be  ente::.~ec~.  in the  1978  budget.· 
Cereals 
The  Council  agreed  t-o  instruct the  Commission,  within 
the  frmncv.ro:r·l;:  of  a  neV'T  Intsrn~c.tional Cereals  Ac_,;;reemcnt,  to 
negotit=tte  2.n  incre:tse  in the  Community~s  contri~Jution under 
the  Foocl.  Aic'  Convention  c.;c;  p2Tt  of  "11  effort  by  c.ll  donor 
cou...11trieE;  both tradi  tione.l  ::-:21.0.  potential,  tovmrclt;  the world · 
target  of  10  millj.on tor..nes  4 
The  Cou.n.cil  instructor: thG  Permcment  Reprecentatives 
C01runi ttee  t.)  e:mmine  the  other aatters  outstanchnc in 
connection  Vii th the  forthco;:,line; negoti2tion of the  F~od Aid . 
Convention. 
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CO-ORDINATION  OF  THE  DEVELOPMENT  CO-OPERATION  POLICIES 
OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES  P.l,m  ~_):_r;:  T.HI:;  CV£.'!:~·JT~I  ,...,.,_..._......_ ......... _..__  ______ .,.;,  ,._._  ,,  --··  ... .-
The  Council: 
Whereas  further progress  could be  achieved with  a  view 
to  obtaining better co-ordination of the bilateral policies 
of the Member  States and of the  Community  policy, 
Whereas  the detailed rules  and procedures laid down 
for this purpose  by the Resolution of 8  November  1976,  in 
particular in paragraph 3,  are pertinent  anc1  whereas  they 
should be put fully into effect, 
agrees: 
- to  seek more  specific results  and more  significant 
progress in this sector by organizing meetings in an 
ad hoc  frameworl·::,  where  two  or more  Member  States consider 
it worthwhile  to better co-ordinate theirbilateral 
activities in a  country or group  of particular countries 
or when  the  implementation of joint projects .is involved. 
to  keep  these meetings  open  to  the other rllember  States 
and the  Commission  and  to hold  them  on  two  levels: 
in Europe,  where  contacts will make  it easier to  create 
the necessary  climate for  co-operation,  the political 
will being more  easily expressed at that level; 
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- on-the-·SJ:?Ot ~  where  contacts vdll be  directed more  towards 
co-ordination of the  projects  of the  l~ember States and  of 
the Community .. 
- to  invite the Presidency to  encourage  such meetings,  .as  soon 
as  two  or more  member  State~ or the  Commission  so  request. 
- to  request  the  Cor~ission to  widen the  scope  of its 
co-ordination activities which should be  organized in a  more 
systematic  way_,  whether  on  a  sectoral level or in accordance 
with the  country-by~·country approach,  since this role of 
providing information and  stimulus  is essential for  a  better 
harmonizea.  development  of the Member  States'  bilateral 
co-operation policiesc 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  ofL. c:Lc:l  la::.1,:_;v.a;;es  of the 
Regulations: 
- suspending the  autonolllous  Common  Customs  Tariff 
duties 
==for mechanically propelled·aircraft  o1  an unladen 
weight  exceeding 15,000  kg~  falling rnthin 
subheading ex 88.02  B II  c)~ 
=  for certain agricultural productsy 
- concerniL,;  Coll'.muni ty ta:ciff  c~uotas  or arra..."lc;ements  f::>r 
the  iml)Ort  of products  o:2iginating in varioL'.S  co-.,;.ntries 
of the  Mediterranean Basin for 1978; 
- opening,  allocating and.  providing for the  administration 
of Community tariff  <Jl  .. wtas for Port wines,  I\radeira 
wines  and  Setubal i\Ioscatel  falling within -Ghe  heading 
ex  22.,05  of the  Com.rnon  Customs  Tal~iff,  originating in 
Portu:-;al  ( 1978); 
Decisions: 
on the  conclusion of the  Agreement  in the  form  of  an 
exchange  of letters  l~enewing the Trade  Agreement 
between the  EEC  and the Argentine Republic7 
authorizing the  Co~~ission to  open nego+,iations  for the 
conclusion of agreements  extending the  Interim Agreements 
between the  European Economic  Community  and the 
Haghreb  countries. 
The  CoWlcil  also  adopted  a  Regulation  concluding the 
Additional Protocol to the .\greement  establishing an 
association be·(;ween  the  Europe2.n Economic  Community  and  Malta, 
which  was  signed  on  27  October  1977. 
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After recording the  coapletion of the  pl~ocec~ures require( 
in the l,Iember  States of the  Community  for the  entry into 
force  of the  Acts  signecl  on ·30  June  1973  in Ankara,  in connecti::ln 
with the  e~~tension of the  EEC-Turlcey  Association to the  three 
new  Member  Stntes;  the  Council  adopted  the  Rec~J.ation 
concluding the  EEC-Turkey  Supplementary Protocol.  This 
Regulation together with the  v·o:trious  texts signed  at  Ankara  on 
30  June  1973  will be  shortly published in the Oflicial  ,Jourm::.l,. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adoptec 1.,  in the official languages  of the 
Communi ties,  a  Regulation  2-illending  Regulation  (  E:i~C) ·No  986/68 
laying  <J.ov.•n  general rules  :r:'o:;_~  granting aid for  sJ~Lunec1 milk 
and  skix:1r.1ed-milk  powder  :fo::.n  use  as  feedC) 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
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- Fisheries  -
Brussels,  5,  6  and 7  December  1977 
President:  Mr  .Antoine  HUMBLE'r 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Small Firms  and Traders 
of the Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~!Bi~: 
Mr  Antoine  HUMBLET 
;Q~~!!f: 
Mr  Svend  JACOBSEN 
Mr  Jprgen HERTOFT 
Q~£!g~: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans~Jurgen ROHR 
E::r~.s~: 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
J£~1~£.: 
. Mr  Brian LENIF..Alif 
I~~;y:: 
Mr  Vito  LATTANZIO 
Mr  Vito ROSA 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small Fi1us  and  Traders 
Minister for Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Fisheries 
Federal Minister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Agriculture 
State Secretar.r, 
ministry for Public  Investments 
and  Regional Development  with 
special responsibility for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for Shipping and 
Transport 
State Secretary for Shipping 
1428  e/77  (Presse  156)  ert/DJJ'il/hmcg  •  u o/  o •  o I!Ir  Jean HAIYIILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHErvT 
Netherlands: 
mr  A.P,.L,.Ll.N.  VAN  Dill  STZE 
U~~tec1 Kingdom: 
Mr  John  SILKIN 
l'rlr  Bruce  miLLAN 
The  Commission:  --------·-
f1r  Film  Olav GUNDEL.l'.CH 
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Minister of  A£;riculture 
State SecretaT'iJ, 
MinistT'1J  of Ae;ricul ture 
l\Iinister of Ac;ricul  ture  ano_ 
Fisheries 
Minister of  Agl~icul  ture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Secretary of State for Scotland 
Vice-Presiclent 
0 
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The  Council held  a  d.e"Ccdlec1  discussion  on  the principles 
which  should  serve  as  a  guide  in working  out  the  fine~ 
fisheries  e..r:tengements. 
The  discussion enabled the  Council  to  record both  a 
resolve  to  reach  an  agreel!J.ent  and  the  complexity  of the  technical 
aspects  of tbis issue.  It therefore  agreed to  sv.:3pend  its 
meeting until  16  January  1970,  when  the  Council vvould  r.1eet 
aeain to  gi  v-c:  a  decision  on  the  arrangements  for fisheries. 
Since  the various  aspects  o:r  this  problem are interdependent, 
tha  Council  invited the  CommL:3f:lion  to present it with  a  set  o~: 
proposals  rele.:liing to  both the  2XtGr-!laJ..  and  inter:.'lal fisheries 
aspects. 
Finally,  e:dsting rules,  both Community  and_  ne-tion2_l, 
will be  extnnC'_8d.  until  31  Janue.:cy  1978,  until which  date  Liember 
States will also u_r:tdertaJ[e  to meintain  a  standstill of fishing 
activity at its present  lovel. 
0 
0  0 
With  rc-:;ard  to certain external aspects  of -(;he  fisheries 
policy,  the  Council  took  the  opportunity afforded  b~r  this 
meeting to  approve  further directives  for the  ComDission to 
negotie.te  with Guinea  Bissau~  r.Ie.uritania  <:>nd  ;3enec::;al.  The 
object  of these negotiations is to  ensure  fishinG  activity for 
vessels  of  the Uember States  of  the  Communities  in the  waters 
of those  countries. 
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The  Council  also  called upon  tlle  Commission  to  submit 
proposals  to maintain  tho  right of Cmmr.'..mi t3r  :fisherr.aen  to 
fish in Yugoslav  vraterr3., 
Finally,. the  Council  s+,j:--e8se0.  the  it1l'07_'tance  of the 
consultations now  in  pl~ogress with .certain third countries  -
the Faroe  Islands  &'1.c~  Norway  - with  a  view  to  establishine-: 
reciprocal fishery  arrai!.gements  for  1978. 
0 
0  0 
Uno_c;r  the heading of decisions  requirec;_  und.er  existing 
regul:=ttions governing ma:-dceting  arrangeme:n.-ts  in the  f:i..she:des 
sector,  the  Cotmcil  aclopted  the Tiegtlla·d.ons  fi:;~in&  for the 
1978  fishing  yea:c~: 
the  guj_c~e  p:~j_ces  fo:;_~  the  fishery  pro<.~ucts listed in the 
Annexes  to  Regulation  (BEC)  No  1C0/76; 
the  inJ_;ervention prices for  freeh or  chill2.~"- su.rj_ines 
and  anchovies; 
the  Community producer prj_ces  for  tunn~r intended for 
the  canning  inC_tlst:.~y. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulations laying down  certain quotas 
and  arrangements  for  1978  for imports into the  Corrnm.mi ty 
of certain Turkish products  (refined petroleum products, 
cotton yarn and  fabrics,  machine-made  carpets  and  certain 
agricultural products,  in connection with generalized 
preferences). 
The  Council  also e.dopted  in the  official lan&,l.lages  of 
the  Comrm.mi ties the Regulations: 
- temporarily suspending the  autonomous  Common  Customs 
Tariff duties  on  a  number  of tropical products; 
- temporarily suspending,  as  from  1 January  1978,  the 
autonomous  Co~on Customs  Tariff duties  on  certain 
industrial products; 
- opening,  allocating and providing for the administration 
of Community  tariff quotas  for  1978  for: 
- unwrough·t  magnesium falling within subheading 77.01  A 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff; . 
- raw  sillc  (not  throvm)  falling within heading No  50.02 
of the  Common  CustO;·as  Tariff; 
- yarn,  entirely of silk, not put up  for retail sale, 
falling within heading  ex 50.04 of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff; 
- yarn spun  entirely from.  waste silk, not  put up  for 
retail sale,  falling within subheading 50.05  A of 
the  Common  Customs  Tariff; 
-increasing from  2,311,000 to 2,511,000 tonnes  the  volume 
of the  Co~munity tariff quota opened for 1977  by Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2931/76  for newsprint  falling within subheading 48.01  A 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff. 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Ree,ulation  extending u...11til  31  December  1982 
the possibility of marketing the  Quality III category of 
certain fruits and  vegetables,  in particular appleso 
It also adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation fixing the activating prices 
for table wines for the period from 16  December  1977  to 
15  December  1978~  namely: 
'cy_pe 
R  I 




A  III 
of wine  Activating price 
1~89 UA/degree/hl 
1.89 UA/degrae/hl 
29.43  UA/hl 
1.77 UA/degree/hl 
39.23  UA/hl 
44.,79  UA/hl 
The  effect of this decision is to increase  the level 
of the  activatine price by  3.5io,  which is the  same  percc:m.tage 
as  adopted for guide prices,  and  thus  to maintain last year's 
ratio between  rruide  price and activating price,  i.e.  93% 
of the  guide price. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Comhlunities  the Regulation on  the  import  arrangements  for 
Greek  wines  in 1978. 
This Regulation provides for the  opening in 1978  of a 
Community  tariff quota  of  430,000 hl by volume.  The  duty 
applicable within the limits of this tariff quota is  15%  of 
the  CCT,  as in 1977. 
The  Council  adopted  the Decision on  the position to 
be  taken by the  Community  in the international negotiations 
in progress  on  the application of certain guidelines in the 
field of  export  credit~  It should be  recalled that the period 
·of validity of the  guidelines currently applied  expires  on 
31  December  1977. 
The  Council approved  the Decision authorizing the 
Commission to  open negotiations for the  conclusion of an 
agreement  extending the  Interim Agreement  between the European 
Economic  Co~~~~ity and Portugal. 
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Social affairs 
-..........-------~ 
On  a  proposal from  the  Commission,  the  Council appointed 
Miss  A.M.  LEES~  County  Planning Officer,  as  a  member  of the 
Committee  of Experts  of the  European Foundation for the 
Improvement  of Living and Working  Conditions to  replace 
Mr  z~~~J•  ROBERTSON,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of 
the latter's terr.1  of office,  which nms until 19  September  1979a 
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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
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President: 
Brussels,  7  December  1977 
Mr  Mark  EYSKENS 
Secretary of State for the  Budget 
of the Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the 
Co1nmission  of the European Communities  were  represented 
as  f'ollows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  !'.'lark  EYSKENS 
Denmark~ 
r/Ir  Niels  ERSB,0LL 
Germa.J1Y: 
Mr  Joachim HIEHLE 
France:  --
Mr  Pierre BERNARD-REYHOND 
Ireland: 
rHr  Martin  ovDONOGHUE 
Italy: 
rflr  Antonio Liario  r,IAZZAP.RINO 
Luxembour~~ 
r,Tr  Jea.."l.  DONDELTNGER 
State Secretary :for  the Budget 
State Secretary, 
r/iinistery  of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Finance 
State  Secretary to  the Minister 
responsible  for Economic  and 
Financial Affairs  (Budget) 
minister for Economic  Planning 
and  Development 
Deputy  State Secretary, 
Ministry of the Treasury 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
·1462  e/Ti  (:rrc:·:se  157)  hip/A!1/jp  • • o/ • • • Netherlands: 
Mr  J.H.  LUBBERS 
United Kingdom: 
Mr  Denzil  DAVIES 
Connnission:  -----
mr  Christopher  TUGENDH.I\.T 
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Permanent  Representative 
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NEVv  FINANCIAL  REGULATION. 
Under the  conciliation procedure,  a  meeting toolr place 
between the  Council  aDd  a  delegation from the European 
Parli8Ji1ent,  consisting of Mr  COLOMBO  (President),  !vir  LANGE 
( Chairmru1  of the  Committee  on Budgets),  Mr  AIGNER  (Vice-
Chairman of the  Commission  on Budgets),  ~:'Ir  SHAW  (Rapporteur 
for the  1978  budget),  Lord  BRUCE  of DONINGTON  and  r.1r  SPINELLI 
(Members  of the  Committee  on Budgets),  on the  nev1  Community 
financial Regulation. 
The  object  of this third meeting was  to  examine  the 
provisions  of the  draft Financial Regulation dealing with the 
right  of investigation bearing in mind  the  Opinion delivered 
by the  Court  of Auditors  on this point. 
The  discussions  mac1e  it possible for a  common  viewpoint 
to  be  expressed  on all the  problems  examined. 
In the  light  of the  :cesul  ts of today' s  conciliation, 
and  once  it has  rece  i vee.  the  new Opinion of the  European 
Parliament,  due  next  weeJc,  the Council will take  a  decision 
enabling the Financial Regulation to enter into  force  on 
1  January  1978. 
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1978  DRAFT  GENERAL  BUDGET 
The  Council  contim  .. wd its discussions  on  matters relating 
to  the  1978  draft general budget  which  were still in 
abeyance  after its meeting  on  22  November  1977?  vizo  th8 
appropriations  to  be  entered for  the Regional  Fm1d  and  for 
food  aido 
At  the meeting with the  delegation from  th8  European 
Parliament,  which  was  held in the  course  of budgetary 
co-operation,  both parties put their respective views  on  the 
various  aspects  of these  two  problems  and  on  other general 
problems  .. 
Referring to  the Regional  Fund,  the  Coundl  informed 
the  European Parliament of the  European  Council  s  decision 
to  set the  commitment  appropriation for  1978  at  580  MEUA. 
In the  case  of food  aid in the  form  of  skimmed~milk 
powder,  the  Council  approved  the  appropriations necessary 
for  the  supply of 150,000  tonnes  in accord.ance  with the 
conclusions  reached  by  the  Development  Council  on 
28  November.,  The  net  amount  for  these  operations is  53~  6  llliEUA., 
Afte::..~  the  Europ8aJ.1  Parliament has  debated at its plenary 
session in Strasbourg next  week,  the  buc.lget  will be  finally 
adopted. 
1452  e/77  (Presse  157)  ton/AH/gj 
'  ' President: 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN.  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
488th  Co1mc il meeting 
- Environment  -
Brussels,  12  December  1977 
I;Ir  Luc  DHOOH.E, 
r:Iinister of I-leal th and  the  Environment 
of the  Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of the  member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
I'f!:r  Luc  DHOOR~S 
De!lJY'.a rk:  .... .=..~--..... 
l'.1r  Niels  l:IATTHIASEN 
Mr  Holger LPJ!ESEN 
Germany:  _______ .. _ 
I.J:r  VTerner  MillHOFBR 
r.1r  Gerhart  Rudolf  BAill:-1 
FrBnce: 
Hr michel  D' ORfL~O 
Irel2.nd: 
~  or.:a.--no..,..~.>'"-"'.;;...oo 
I:Ir  Sylvester BATIRETT 
Italy~ 
...... .,_:,...,..!  .... _ 
I:'Ir  T\1ari o  PEDINI 
Mr  Giorgio  POSTAL 
1tinister for Health  and  the 
Environment 
I\'Iinister for the  Bi'1vironment 
State Secrets.ry, 
ministry of the  jmvirorunent 
Federal Minister of the 
Interior 
Parliamentary State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of the Interior 
Minister for Culture  and  the 
Environment 
minister for the  m•.rironment 
l.·Iinister for the  ~f,'nvironment 
Deputy State Secretary, 
l'riinistry for Scientific Research 
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COIIILmlUCATION  FRON  THE  FRENCH  DELEGATION 
At  the  beginning  of the meeting the Council noted a 
communication from  I!!r  D' ORNANO,  Thlinister  and  Head  of the 
French delegation,  on  future  Council discussions  on  the 
environment. 
Given the increasing importance  of enviro11mental 
protection,  the  commtmication  emphasized the desirability 
of more  frequent,  less formal  and more  political meetings 
being held?  of stepping up  co~operation in the  sphere  of 
prevention,  of drawing  up  European conventions  on  the  quality 
of life and  of implementing a  European resources  policy~ 
The  Council agreed to discuss the various ideas  thrown 
up  by this  coramunication at a  subsequent meeting  on  the 
environment" 
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TIT.IUHUH  DIOXIDE 
The  Co1..-mcil  agreed_  in principle  to  the  Directive  on waste 
from  the  titanium dioxide  industry. 
This  Directive  is part  of  the  European  Communitiesv 
environmental action programme  of  22  November  1973  and  contains 
three  aspec·cs: 
the  requirement  to  obtain prior authorization for  the 
main elimination operations  :for waste  from  the  titanium 
d.ioxic,e  industry  (discharge  and  dumping  in water~  storage 
and  tipping on  the  groune.1  injection into  the  ground)~ 
- monitoring of the  v;aste  and  of  the  environme~1t  in which 
the  elimination operations are  carried out,  s.l1d  which also 
extends  to  elimination operations  other than those  carried 
out  in water as  well as  to  the  waste  itself~ 
- a  plan for  the  progressive  reduction and  eventual 
elimination of pollution caused by  waste  from  the  titanium 
dioxide  industry.  This  plan requires  member  States. to 
draw up 11ational  prograrmnes  by  1  July 1980 for the 
reduction of pollution caused by existing industries. 
Such  progranunes  are  to  be  harmonized a·t;  Communi t;y- level 
on a  proposal  from  ·che  Commissiono  In the  case  of new 
industries~  prior authorization must  be  obtained from  the 
Member  States.  Such authorization will be  granted only 
to  firms  which  give  an unc.ertaking to use  such materials, 
processes  and  techl1iques  as are least damaging  to  the 
environment. 
The  Directive also  obliges  the  Member  States  to  supply 
the  Commission with  infonnation relating to  the  above  three 
aspects  and  to  prepare  periodic  reports  on  tl1e  progress  made 
in the  prevention anc.  reduction of pollution caused by  such 
vvaste. 
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ST.JRF ACE  FRESH  W  .ATiill. 
Reswning its discussion of 14  Jl~e 1977,  the  Com1cil 
8.dopte<l  in the  official languages  of the  Cormnuni ties a 
Decision establishing a  common  procedure  :for the  exchange 
of information  OJ.?.  the quality of surface fresh water in ·t;he 
Conu:n.mi ty. 
This  Decision provides for the regular  forv~rding by 
!Ylember  States to the  Commission  of information on certain 
data concerning the quality of the  waters  sampled by the 
measuring stations appointed  by the Hember  States  and in 
accordance  with certain uniformly fixed parameters.  ~1 the 
basis  of this information,  the  Commission will send  an annual 
sUL11:1.ary  report to all Member  States. 
TOXIC  AND  DANGEROUS  -:HASTE 
Continuing its c,iscussion·3  on the  proposal for a  Directive 
on  toxic  and  dangerous  wastes  to which it had signified its 
ag1·eement  in principle  on  14  J·me  1977,  the  Council  8.g,"l"'eed  to 
set up  a  Committee  on adaptation to scientific and  technical 
progress  and  on  tlle  conditions ill1der  which matters  were  to be 
brought before  the  Co~~ttee by  the  Commission. 
After tecru1ical  and  legal editing the final text  of the 
Directive will be  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Co~n~~ities and  published in the  Official Journal as  soon as 
possible. 
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BIRD  CONSERVATION 
The  Council reachec1.  general agreement  on  the. main features 
of  a  proposal for a  Directive  on bird  conservation~ the  purpose 
of  ~~1ich is to  conserve  numerous  species  of birds by restricting 
the mmibers  which may  be  sold or hunted.  I-t  also lists 
prohibitedmeans  of hm1.ting  and  capture  and provides special 
protection for certain habitats. 
The  discussion resulted in a  broad  concensus  and helped 
to make  inroads  into the matters still outstanding,  in 
paxticulm· the exact mu!lber  of species which may  be  hunted and 
sold  and  the  detailed  arrangements for the  protection of 
habitats  .. 
The  Council  aocrreed  to a  Resolution on habitats whereby 
the  Cor:rr.nission  would  submit to the  Council 7  after a  reasonable 
period follm"ling  the  adoption of the Directive,  a  list of thG 
zones  -~o  which  specie.l protection would  be  granted~  The  Co"Lmcil· 
took note  of the  Comrlission  v s  intention to submit  appropriate 
proposals for criteria concerning the delhnitation,  the  choice, 
the  orgru1ization ru1d  the methods  of administering the  special 
protection  zones  and  asked  the  Conmussion to take  account  1  in 
its proposals  of the proportion of the  zones in question 
occupied by  special protection  areas~  a  r:1inimum  for such areas 
would  enable  the  objectives  of the DirectiYe to be  met  and 
measures  to  be  laid dow.!:l  to prohibit hunting  and to monitor 
other specific activities incompatible with the peaceful 
existence  of birds. 
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Following the  c1ebate  on this subject,  the  Council agreed 
to  instruct the  Permanent  Hepresentatives  Committee  to 
continue its work  on the  ma·i:;ter  in the light of the  day's 
discussions,  so as  to enable  the  Council  -Go  reach a  final 
decision at  one  of its forthcoming meetings. 
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AIR  POLLUTION 
The  Council  conducted a  general discussion on possible 
Community  measures against air pollution caused by  sulphur 
compounds. 
This  discussion was  based on three  fundamental  points 
which served as  grmme.  lines for the  Council meeting,  viz.: 
the  determination of criteria for  sulphor dioxide  and  suspended 
particulates in the  atr.1osphcre 1 
quality standards for these  sarae  substances,  including 
particulates; 
the use  of fuel-oils with the  aim of decreasing sulphurous 
emissions. 
In the  com·sa  of the meeting  vc.~'io·;"1s  delcsations  conveyed 
their comments  regardin:.; the  principles and  forcseoable 
implementing rules and  drew attention to their misgivings  and 
wishes in this  connection. 
0 
0  0 
The  remaining items  on  the  agenda  concerninc; water 
pollution caused by wood  pulp mills and  the  quality of water 
for human  consumption were  held over to  a  subsequent  Council 
meeting. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cm.mcil  adopted  in the official languages  of the 
Commm1ities  a  series of acts relating to  the  co~non transport 
policy,  viz.  the,Regulations: 
on  the measures  necessary  to  achieve  comparability 
between the  accounting systems  and  annual  9,ccounts 
of rail  way  under·t;aldngs; 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  543/69  on the harmoniza-
tion of certain social legislation relating to road 
transport; 
on the bringing into  force  of the  European Am:-eement 
concerning the  work  of crews  of vehicles  engaged  in 
International Road  Trru~sport  (AETR); 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1463/70  on the  introduction 
of recording equipment  in road  transport~ 
- on the fixing of rates for the  carriage of goods  by 
road between Member  States; 
and  the Directive  on the mutual  recognition of diplomas, 
certificates and  other evio.ence  of formal  qua~ifications for 
road  ha~uage operators  ~nd road passenger transport operatorsp 
including measures  intended  to  encourage  these  operators 
effectively to  exercise their right  to  freedom  of establishment. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Conunission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  Antoine  IItmffiLET 
Denmark: 
1~ Poul  DALSAGER 
Mr  Hans  J¢rgen KRISTENSEN 
Q.§En:~: 
trr  Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
France~ 
Mr  Pierre EEHAIGNERIE 
Mr  Jacques  BLANC 
Ireland: 
__.  ___ _ 
Mr  Jim  GIBBONS 
'.  1~2:1l: 
!vir  Giovanni  mARCORA 
Mr  Ferdinanda  RUSSO 
Minister of Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Trades 
Mini$ter of Agriculture 
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Ministry  of AgriculJmre 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ninistry of Agriculture 
Minister of Aericulture 
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Under-Secretary of State, 
ministry of Health 
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I\Iinister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister of Agriculture  and 
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I!Iinister  of Agriculture, 
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Parliamentary Under  Secretary 
o:f  State, 
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Vice-President 
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1_978  PRICE  REVIEW 
The  Council heard an introductory statement  by 
Mr  GUNDELACH~  Vice-President  of  the Commissiont  who  submitted 
the  Commission's  proposals for the 1978  agricultural prices 
and  for certain ancillary measures.  The  Council noted in this 
connection that the Commission reserved  the right to make 
further proposals -particularly with regard to certain agri-
monetary measures  ...  when  the  Council  discussed  the  subject at 
a  later date. 
Memberc:  of the  Council were  asked to  give their initial 
reactions to  the  approach adopted  by  the Commission in its 
proposals  and  to certain specific aspects  of the proposals. 
The  Council  said it was  grateful to  the  Commission for 
submitting its proposals sufficiently early to  enable  the 
Council  to prepare the ground adequately for the  complex 
decisions  to  be  taken.  The  Council agreed to forward  the 
Commission's  proposals to the European Parliament  and  the 
Economic  and  Social  Committee  for their ·Opinions;  it 
instructed the Special Committee  on  Agriculture  to  commence 
its technical  examination of the dossier without delay so 
that the Council  could discuss at its forthcoming meetings  • 
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The  C01mcil  heard  a  stc:.tement  by Mr  GUNDEL.:\.CH  by way 
of introduction to the  Conuuission  communication  on the 
guidelines for the  develOlJi,lcnt  of the  Comrnunit3c  Eedi·terran.ean 
regions  v:llich  was  accompe.nied  by measures  in ·che  2  •. .:;ricul  tural 
sector., 
In his  statement  l;Ir  GUHDELACH  emphasized  par·cicularly 
that the measures  proposed  - vvhich  concerned rec;ional  :polic;;r  1 
structural adjustments  211d.  -Glle  improvement  of t:1.e  market 
organL;ation machiner;;r  ·
4  r;En~e  de3igned to help  ~·.:al:e 
medite:L~rcu1ean agriculture  mere  competitive  wit1.1  e.c;ricultural 
produc·Gion both in other Conmn.mi ty regions  and in tl1ird 
. countries,  Yvhile  avoidin3 increased protectionism and  the 
creation of new structural surpluses. 
After hee.ring this statement  the  members  o:!:  t:1e  Council 
gave  :their first  general  reac·cions  to the pro::~osals?  they 
stresoed  t~1e  need to  expedite  work  in this field,  on the 
basis  of  ·i:;he  practical  pro::~osals  'Nhich  the  Coll'  .. minsion would 
be  submitt:i..ng. 
T~1e  C01  .. mcil instructed the Special  Con1i;TI.ttee  on Agricul  tu:cc 
to prepare its future  discusoions. 
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WINE  SECTOR 
'l'ho  Council held_  an exchange  of views  on  the  Commission 
report  on  the application of the  reference price  to  certain 
liqueur wines  {on  the  basis  of Article  9(3)  of Regulation  816/70 
laying  down  additional provisions  for  the  common  organization 
of  the  market  in wine). 
Discussion centred on  the  level of  the  reference  price 
and  on  the  application,  from  1  January  1978,  of the 
countervailing charge  to  certain quality liqueur wines  from 
third countries. 
Since  decisioEs  concerning this matter are  taken by 
the  COE'Jnission  Ul'lc~er  r!Ianagement  Committee  procedure,  the 
Council  took note  of  the  report and  requested the  Coinmission 
to  bear in mind  the  various  points made  during the  day's 
discussions,  in par·cicular the  idea  tha·c  the  relevant 
provisions  of the  basic  wine  regulation should be  applied 
as  soon as  possible. 
0 
0  0 
The  Couxwil  also  discussed mat-ters  COlli"'lected  with the 
financing  of  the  current vine  conversion programme  beyond 
1  January  1978. 
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In this connection the  Council  adopted  tbe  following 
Resolution: 
"With  a  view to  e..voiding  en  interruption in aid from  the 
Gtlidance  Section  of the  Europe an  Agricultural  Guj.dance 
and  Guarantee  Fund  (EAGGF)  in favour  of projects  aimed 
at  the  improvement  of  the  basic structure  of areas under 
vines in Lru1gu.edoc-Roussillon,  the  Council,  in examining 
the  relevant  Conm1ission  proposals,  shall decide  on  the 
necessary measures  so that those  projects for the 
improvement  of  aree..s  under vines which were  up  to now 
eligible for EAGGF  aid in this region  8nd  are  introduced 
in respect  of the  year 1978,  can benefit from  EAGGF, 
Guidance  Section aid  ..  n 
The  forme-1  decision on  finacing will be  take:n  as  soon  as 
possible  once  the  opinion requested of the European Parliament 
has  been received. 
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VETERINARY  MATTERS 
The  Council  agreed to three Directives  on  veterinary 
matters. 
The  first Directive  makes  some  amendments  to  the  ban  on 
the  use  of the  Spinchiller process for chilling fowl  carcases 
and  allows.the use  of the  counter-flow process.  Provision is, 
however,  made  for  some  derogations up  to  15  August  1982  for 
establish.ments. in operation  on  1  January 1978,  provided that 
the  carcases they produce  are  intended for the  home  maxket. 
The  second Directive establishes  Community  criteria for 
national plans for the  accelerated eradication of brucellosis, 
tuberculosis  mLd  enzootic leukosis in cattle. 
The  third Directive extends to  31  December  1978 the 
validity of certain·derogations in respect  of brucellosis and 
tuberculosis granted to Denmark,  Ireland  and  the  United 
Kingdom" 
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BEEF  AND  VEAL  ----------
As  agreed at its meeting  on  7  and  8  November  1977, 
the  Council  eXa.J.Jlined  all -Ghe  decisions  to  be  taken by 
31  December  1977  to  enable beef  and  veal to  be  imported 
under certain special arra.Deements  in 1978. 
The  following  figures  were  agreed in the  course of this 
examination: 
50,000  tormes  as  the deficit to  be  covered by  Conununity 
imports  of meat  intended for  the  processing industry for 
1978 
200,000  head  of cattle as  the  Conmmnity's  iraport 
requirements  for  1978  in respect  of young male  bovine 
aniE1als  weighing 300kg or less,  intended for  fattening~ 
The  CotL~cil also  discussed what  action to  tru{e  on  the 
following  proposals  for Regulations 
on  the  opening,  allocation and  administration of a 
Conm1i .  .:mity  tariff quota for frozen beef  and· veal falling 
within su"oheadi:ag  02.01  A II b)  of the  Conm10n  Customs 
Tariff  ( 1978) 
increasing bJr  8, 000  head  the  Community  tariff c:uota 
opened  for the  period from  1  July  1977  to 30  Jtine  1978 
for animals  of certain Llountain  breeds 
on  levies  applicable  to  iE1110rts  of certain B.dul t  bovine 
animals  and beef froE1  Yugoslavia. 
Following this discussion,  at  the  close of which  there 
appeared  to  be  a  degree  of  consensus  the  Council  agreed  to 
act  on these  proposals  as  soon as it had received the 
European  Parlie~ent's Opinions. 
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FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES 
The  Council  embarked  on  an  exchange  of views  on  the 
proposal for  a  Regulation amending  the basic  Regulation 
on  fruit  and vegetables with a  view to granting increased 
Community  preference for certain citrus fruits. 
Certain delegations had misgivings  about  the 
advisability of discussing the matter at this stage  and 
the  Council  accordingly instructed the Special ComL1ittee 
on  ~griculture to  study the technicalities in more  detail 
so  that the  Council  could apply itself to the matter again 
at its next mee.ting  on  agriculture,  scheduled for 
23  and  24  January  1978. 
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SALES  ON  BOARD  SHIP 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  the  mnended 
Regulation on  certain measures  to  prevent  abuses  resulting 
from  the sale of agricultural products  on board ship. 
This  a.mendec1  Regulation lays  down,  for  each procl.uct, 
the maximum  quantities which may  be  covered by a  11travellers11 
exemption,  and.  empowers  the Member  States to  decide whether 
to authorize this  exemption.,  The  Council·also agreed to 
request the Conunission  to  submit  to  the M8.llagement  Co!TI!nittee 
a  proposal for  a  Regulation·re-introducing a  right to  refunds 
for the  products  concerned in these  cases. 
This Regulation will enter into force  on  1  February  1978; 
it vrlll  be finalized by  the  appropriate procedure  so  that it 
may  be  fonnally  adopted at  one  of the next meetings. 
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AGRI-MONETARY  QUESTIONS 
The  Council agreed to  a  2.5%  devaluation of the  green rate 
of the  French franc  from  1  February  1978.  This  devaluation 
will have  the  effect of increasing agricul·cural prices 
expressed in French francs  by  2.564%  and decreasing the 
monetary  compensatory amounts  by  2.9 points. 
Furthermore,  the  Council held a  detailed exchange  of 
views  on the  Commission proposal  on  the  introduction of an 
automatic  system for  the  progressive  dismantling  of monetary 
compensatory amov..r.1ts,  and  on  the  Commission report  on  the 
use  of the  EUA  in the  common  agricultural policy. 
At  the  end  of its exchange  of views  the  Cotmcil agreed that 
this important  issue  would appear on the  agenda for its 
forthcoming meetings.  The  Special  Co~~ittee on Agriculture will 
accordingly continue  its study of the various  problems 
involved. 
Lastly,  the  Cou...J.cil  noted the  agreement  of the  Member 
States to  the  extension until 31  December  1978  of the 
application of Article  2a  of Regulation No  974/71.  1'his 
provision lays  dovm,  in practice,  that the  monetary 
compensatory amounts  to  be  granted to  imports  by Italy and 
the  United Kingc,orn  will  continue  to  be  paid by  the  exporting 
Member  States. 
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·sTHUCTU:ML  POLICY 
'rhe  C01.mcil  noted a  statement by the  Commission 
representative  concerning the  four proposals for Directives 
which  the  Commission has  just  forwarded  to  the  C01h"lcil. 
These  proposals relate  to: 
- the  ruoclernization of farms 1 
an  increase  in the  rate  of EAGGF  participation in the 
Directive  on mountain and hill farming  and  farming  in 
certain less-favoured areas; 
measures  to  encourage  the  cessation of farming  and  the 
re-allocation of utilized agricultural areas  for  the  purposes 
of structural  improvement~ 
the  programme  to accelerate  drainage  operations  in the 
less-favoured areas  of the  West  of Ireland. 
On  the  same  occasion the  Commission lodged its second 
report  on  th~ application of the  Directives of  17  April  1972 
on  the  reform of agriculture,  covering the  period up  to 
31  December  1975. 
The  exchange  of views  conducted  by  the  Council  enabled the 
delegations  to give  their first reactions  to  those  proposals 
and  to  the  report,  and.  their wishes  and  more  general concern 
regardi:1.g  structural  polic~r. 
Finally,  the  Council  instructed the  Special Committee  on 
Agriculture  to  prepare its future  discussions  on  the  matter. 
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The  Council  e..rlopted~ . in the  officic.J..  languages of the 
Commu...ni ties, 
- the  Regulations 
-- amending for the  second  time  Regulation  ( EEC)  No  1  J4G/76 
laying  down  general rules for the  import  of wines 1  grape 
juice and grape  must~ 
···  amending  for the  fourth  time  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1876/74 
concerning  the  addition of alcohol  to  products in the 
wine.  sector~ 
.,,  amending  Re~ulo.tion ( :CEC)  No  .1169/77  in respect of the 
exchange  rates applicable  to  the  1976  tobacco  harvest~ 
···  the Decision  concei'Iling  employment aid  f'or  certain sl2.ughter-
houses  in Northern Ireland. 
HISCEJ~I.dJ·E::OUS  DECISIONE5. 
The  Council  ac'..optec1:  in the  officie.l  1<:mQ.lages  of tho 
Communities, 
the Hegulation totally or partially suspenc':.ing  Common  customs 
Ta.rif'f duties  on  certain products  falling Hi thin  Chap,tel~s  1 
to  24  of the  Commor1  Customs  Tariff?  origin.e.ting  in  r,~alta  (1978); 
- the Directives 
..  on the  co---orcl.ination of laws,  regu.l:::~tions  and 
adrninistr~ti  ve  provisi?ns relating  :~o  ~he  ~akil!-g up  1  a.."ld  pursu1  t  o-::  the  bus1ness  of  c::.~eG.J. t  2nst1  tu  t1ons  (  ) ; 
-- on the  approxinmtion of the  laws  of the Member  Ste..tcs 
relating to  the  colouring matters which may  be  addec1 
to medicinal  products~ 
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a  Decj_sion  2.menc1ing  Decision 75/4)c>/ETIC  concerning  a  procrarnme 
of pilot schemes  e1nc."':.  studies  to  combat  :poverty  ( 1). 
0 
0  0 
Following  a  pro:Jos::.l  from  the  French Government 1  the 
0 ouncil  '"'p"'o·l·ntecl  ' 7r  ·'  '!iTQ"Rand  '·~r 1  ~  Tl"'U0 "'''rn  as  men1bero  o·"'  v  -·-- .o  ..  l..J  ,:,__  . .:..o- l'•  ... 'J  J.',_l_  .N.II'  - .:.·.~  01...J..:. .. j.  t_.  J.  J:J  .J... 
the  Lcl.visory  Comwi ttee of the  Euratom Supply :.\grmcy  to  rep:.i.o.ce, 
res1;ectively,  resicninc; members,  IV~r·HOUD:~IJ~T)~  ancl  M:r  PG  :G:COIE.RDI 
for the  remainder of -their term of officei  which  runs l.IDtil 
28  l:.~r,rch  1979. 
'(1)"  ·5-~~e---~~-~-~s -~~eJeo.se  ITo  1240/77  (Presso  1.3:5)  of 
28  October  1977 
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The  Governments  of the ITember  States  and the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
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AGEl\TDA  Oli'  THE  ~'!EETING 
The  Ministers  of Health of the nine  Member  States,  meeting 
with the  Cormnission  for  the  first  time at Community.  level• 
held a  preliminary discussion on various  problems  of major 
importance  existing i:n all the  r11ember  States. 
The  following four  items were  on the  agenda: 
Economic  aspects  of health; 
- Health education policies,  with particular reference  to 
smoking,  drug abuse  in sports and nutri"i.;ion; 
i.Jieasures  to  combat  certain illnesses,  and  in particular 
the  problem of  vaccinations~ 
I\futual  assistance  in the  event  of disasters  or 
exceptionally serious illnesses. 
In view of the  circumstances  mentioned above  this meeting 
was  of an explora"tor-..r  nature;  it did,  however,  provide  an 
opportunity for strengthening the  spirit of co-operation 
betwee:;:1  the  :Member  States in a  field of  comruon  interest. 
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ECONOMIC  ASPECTS  OF  HEALTH 
The  ~Rinisters for Health conducted  a  detailed  exchange 
of views  on  the  economic  aspects  of health. 
The  discussj ens  enabled  each delege.tion to  outline 
the situation in its ovm  country  and  the major  policy 
decisions  already taken or to  be  taken with a  view to 
curbing health expenditure.  The  delegations also stated 
the  importance they attached to  the  studies now  being 
prepared on this subject  by  the  Corinnission,  and  eX})rcssed 
the wish that these be continued with a  view to  evolving 
specific suggestions  for  action to be  taken in this area by 
the Member  States  (e. g.  r.'i th regard  to  sickness  prevention, 
consunption of medicines,  etc.). 
In this connection,  the· delegations  assured the 
Con~ission of their full  and  active  co-operation. 
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HEALTH  EDUCATION 
The  Ministers held  a  general discussion on heaJ_th 
education policies,  with particular reference  to  smoking, 
drug abuse  in sport  and nutrition.  They  emphasized the 
importance  of  nnti~-smoking campaigns  in health eduction. 
At  the  close  of their discussion,  the Ministers  agreed 
to request  the  Commission  to  compile  basic documentation  on 
the  measures  taken by the  Hiember  States in this field  and 
to draw up  suggestions for  Community  measures. 
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HEASURES  TO  COMBAT  CERTAIN  ILLiillSSES 
The  Iilinisters  for Health conducted  a  lengthy discussion 
on  measures  to  combat  certc.in illnesses,  in particular the 
problem of· vaccinations,  after which  they  agTeed  to  ask 
the  Commission  to  look into  'vays  of improving  inl'orrnatioi1 
and  co-operation on this subject between the  hiember  States., 
MUTUAL  ASSISTANCE  IN  THE  EVENT  OF  DISASTERS  ·--·--
The  Ministers  lor Health took note  of the  clocument2-tion 
submitted  on this subject  by  the  Commission  zmcl  asked  the 
Cormnission  to  continue its work  in this area. 
-------
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The  Goverrunents  of ·the  Member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the European  ComEmni ties were  represented.  2.s  follows. 
lVir  Willy  CLii.ES 
Denmc,:r·k · 
Idr  Ivc.r NyJRGAi'..RD 
~~~~~~ 
Graf Otto  LAlviBSDOR..i:"F 
Hr Detlev Karsten  ROI-fd:i~DDEll 
France. 
r/ir  Rene  rt.iONORY 
l\1r  Desmond  0 9HALLEY 
Lir  Carlo  DONAT  CATTIN 
Luxembouro·" 
--·----··-·  .. ·····-P-
Mr  Jean  DONDELINGER 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister of Co@nerce 
Federal kinister for Economic 
Affairs 
State Secretc.ry7 
Federal Llinistry of Economic 
Affairs 
minister for Industry,  Trac.e 
and  Craft Trades 
~inister for  Industry and 
Commerce 
1vhnister  fol~ Industry  1  Trade 
and  Craft  Trades. 
Ambassador7 
Permanent  ~~epresentati  ve 
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Netherlands. 
r.Ir  J.  H.  LUBBERS  ilmbassador, 
Pennanent  Ro~resentative 
~1r  Tony  BBNN  Secretary of Stc,te  for Energy 
11r  Dickson  r-.1ABON  Minister of  ::.;t;~-,_te  for Energy 
Mr  Gui  c1o  BRUNNER  l'tiember 
0 
0  0 
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ENERGY  SITUATION 
In accordance with its Decision of 14  Jru~u~ry 1977, 
the  Council  examined  the  energy  situation in the  Community 
and  in the world. 
To  this  end it had  be:Zore  it a  Commission  connnunication -
introduced at the meeting by  Mr  BRUNNER  - describing the 
major  trends  which  emerged  on  the  Community  energ-y  market 
in 1977  and  the  main  factors  governing or influencing 
international developments. 
The  exchange  of views  enabled the members  o:Z  the 
Council  to  conduct  a  general debate  on  the  problems  of 
particular signi:Zicance in the  Community  energy  policy, 
namely  the objectives of this policy,  energy prices,  I>roblems 
concerning coal,  nuclear  energy,  energy  savings,  etc. 
On  the  supject  of  energy prices,  the Counciltook note 
of work  in progress within the  Commission  and  asked  the latter 
to  continue its analyses  in close  contact with the 11ember 
States with  a  view to  producing data which  would  be used in 
formulating  future guidelines for the  Community  energy policy  • 
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RATIONAI1  USE  OF  ENERGY 
In the  context  of  the Community  action programme  on 
the rational utilization of  energy,  the Council  agreed 
on  a  Directive  on  the performance,  maintenance  and  regulation 
of heat generators  and the  insulation of  the  distribution 
system in new  buildings. 
This Directive  aims  to  establish a  Community  framework 
for making  energy  savings  on  new  heating systems  and 
appliances for the  production of  domestic hot water in 
non-industrial buildings,.  However,  appliances for which 
type-testing is not practical will be  the  subject  of  a 
subsequent  proposal after appropriate  technical  study& 
The  Directive stipulates that the  energy-saving 
objective rnustbe  pursued by  inspections  carried out  by the 
Member  States at the  time  of manufacture  or installation of 
heat generators to  ascertain whether  they  comply  with 
minimum  output levels corresponding to  the form  of  energy 
used.  1'
1rom  1  January  1981,  generators may  not  be  installed 
Ul'lless  they have  passed such  inspection. 
The  Directive also lays  down  that 1\Tember  States must, 
by  1  July  1980,  prescribe adequate  thermal  insulation for 
the hot-water distribution and  storage  system and for 
connections  to  remote-heating systems  .. 
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RATIONAir  USE  OF  ENF.RGY  - FINANCIAL  AID  TO  DEr.iiONSTRATION  PROJECTS 
The  Council  examined the  proposal for a  Regulation  on  the 
granting. of financial  aid to demonstration projects in the  field 
of energy saving. 
This  proposal is designed to encourage  the  carrying out  of 
projects for new  techniques which enable  energy to be  saved  by  an 
improvement  in yield. 
At  the  conclusion of the  discussion,  the  President noted that 
there  was  a  favourable  attitude  towards  the  introduction of such 
a  scheme,  b'-.:tt  that  some  delegations needed more  time  to consider 
certain procedural aspects  and  the  criteria for selecting projects. 
The  Council  accordingly instructed the  Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  complete  the  work  on  these  aspects at  Committee 
level, if possible,  so that this proposal  could be  rapidly adopted 
by  the  Council. 
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COAL  SECTO:H 
The  Cour.~.cil  continued its discussions  on the  introduction 
of  Comr.IJ.w.'1i ty financial measures  to  promote  the  use  of coal for 
electricity generation. 
The  debate  gave  Cou..ncil  members  the  opportunity of 
clarifying their alJproach  to  the  problems  posed  by this 
question and particularly the  question  o:f  whether and  -Go  what 
extent  ·che  object of these  measures  should be  to  promote  a 
diversification of·Conmrunity  energy sources  in the  direction 
of coal,  including imported  coal,  or,  whether they were 
intended in the  main  ·co  promote  the  use  of  Community  coal. 
-· 
'rhe  Council  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Colllinittee  to  continue  its work  on the  subject  in the  light 
of today's  debate. 
The  Council also held a  brief exchange  of views  on the 
proposal  concerning  the  introduction of Cora:muni ty aid for 
financing  cyclical stocks  of hard coal,  coke  and patent fuel. 
It agreed  to  return to  this question at a  forJchcoming 
meeting  on  the  basis  of new  proposals  from  the  Commission. 
At  the  beginning of the  discussions  on this point,  the 
President had  informed  the  Cov.ncil  tha·c  a  delegation consisting 
of producers  and workers  in the  coal  indus·i:;ry  had  just 
handed  him  two  memoranda  on  the  Commi"cy  v s  coal policy, 
exprossi:c"g  concern about  the  present situation in this 
sector. 
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REFINING  PROBLE~.!S 
The  Council  held  an  exchange  of views  on  the  problems 
posed  by the  definition of a  Community  approach to refining 
problems. 
It took formal  note  of the  Commission's  intention to 
submit  an  overall assessment  of the  situation in the  Community 
refining industry and  proposals for remedying  the difficulties 
facing this sector before  the next meeting of the  Energy 
Committee  on  30  January 1978. 
The  Council will return to these  problems  at its next 
meeting  on  Energy,  with a  view to deciding  jointly on  the 
measures which might  be  taken to  cope  with the  situation  • 
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E~RGY OBJECTIVES  FOR  1985 
The  Council  took note  of the  second  Co1nmission  report  on 
the  achievement  of  Conmmnity  energy policy objectives for 
1985~ 
It also  examined  a  draft Resolution designed to  adapt 
certain aspects  of the  energy objectives for  1985  adopted by 
the  Council  in December  1974. 
On  this subject,  the  Council  adopted  a  comnon  approach  as 
regards,  firstly,  the  reduction of the  Co~mity's dependence  on 
imported energy  and  the  share  of oil in ener~; consumption,  and, 
secondly,  the  reduction to be  made  between now  and  1985  in the 
relationship between  tbB  growth rate  of energy  consumption  and 
the  growth rate  of economic  activityt  which  should enable very 
large  energy savings to  be  made. 
With regard to the  other parts of the  Resolution,  the 
Council instructed the  Perr.1anent  Representatives  CoiiLmittee  to 
continue its discussions with a  view to  submitting a  final 
text to  the  Council  for its next meeting. 
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INTERIM  REPORTS 
The  Council  took note  of  two  interim reports by  the 
Permanent Representatives Coinm.ittee  on  the  progress made  in 
work  on  two  proposals for Regulations  on  the granting of 
financial  support for projects to  exploit alternative 
energy  sources  and  on  the  procedures for the  taking of  a 
Council Decision to grant Community  support for projects 
to  exploit hydrocarbon  exploration projects. 
WORK  PROGR.AJ!IllVIE 
The  Council  took stock of  the progress made  in the 
work  programme  for  1977,  and adopted a  target programme  for 
1978  to  serve  as  a  basis for its work  dt~ing that year. 
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The  Governments  of the  member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  v1are  represented as follows: 
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!QID_DA  OF  THE  rcmETING 
At  this first meeting of the  Council  and the Representatives 
of  the  Go·vernments  of the  ~~ember States meeting within the 
Council,  which  was  devoted to postal  end  telecommunications 
affairs,  the following items  were  discussed: 
Postal affairs: 
the application of internal rates in postal links between 
ITember  Ste.tes; 
-the abolition·of the  charge for submission to  Customs  for 
consigr1ments  of  a  non-commercial  character  (small postal 
packets  and parcels); 
the harmonization  of  address  coding,  automatic reading  ~~d 
sorting  systems; 
Telecommunications: 
·,!. 
- the respective roles of the public  administrations responsible 
for managing the  teleconrrnunications  monopoly  and of the 
private sector; 
the trends  in prices  charged to  the user of telecommunications 
services; 
the  co-ordination of projects for  the  development  of tele-
communications  networks  in the  Community. 
The  discussions at the meeting were  of an  e1~lor.atory 
nature  on  most  of these subjects  and  were  intended to  give 
impetus  to  the work in progress  in the sectors which affect 
postal and  telecommunications affairs,  and  to  open up  prospects 
on  certain specific questions. 
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POSTAL  LTIJKS  BETWEEN  r,IEI'.:SER  STATES 
The  Council held  a  disc,ission  orl  the application of internal 
rates  (internal rates to letters weighing not more .than  20  g 
and  to  postcards)  in postal links oetween Member  States,  and 
particularly as regards the advisability of  applying  them  in 
reciprocal postal links between  the nine Member  States. 
At  the  close of the debate,  which  enabled both the budgetary 
and  administrative. aspects  end the political aspects  of  the 
·matter to be  examined in deptl'l.,  the  Council  acknowledged  the 
political impact  which  the  aim  pursued would have  on  the 
European  endeavour  and  agx·eed to  ask the  Commission  to  study all 
the financiaJ.  and technical  implications.  Pending the report  to 
be  submitted by  t-he  Commission  to  the  Council,  Ji~e_rnber  States 
would  ensure that the difference between  the  inter1:1al  arid 
external rates applicable to  the other Itember  States did .not 
increase  .. 
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The  Council held an  exchange  of views  on  the abolition of 
the charge for submission to  customs for  consignments  of  a 
non-commercial nature  (small postal packets  and parcels). 
The  question arose in the  Council  of  assessing whether  i;his 
charge,  which,  moreover,  is not  levied in all the nine Member 
States,  should be abolished in order to reduce  costs for the 
addressees  of  small packets  and  of thus  expressing in practical 
terms its commitment  to  a  Europe for  every ma.."'l. 
The  Co~"'lcil  agreed to  the need to  make  progress in this 
area and noted the  Commission 9s  intention of making  proposals 
regarding the administrative aspects  in order to facilitate the 
abolition of  the  charge  by making it possible for  the  small 
packets in question to be identified in advanceo 
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HARMONIZATION  OF  ADDRESS  COD~m 
After a  brief exchange  of views  on  the  hexmonization of 
address  coding,  automatic reading and  sorting systems,  the 
Council  agreed to  ask  tll...e  Commission  to  stucl_y  this series of 
problems  in collaboratj_on with experts  of the Member  States 
in order to seek an  optimum  c.egree  of technical  collaboration 
in this field. 
S  TATE]IENT  ON  TELEVISION 
The  Council  took note  of  a  communication from  the  Italian 
delegation  on  certain problems relating to television. 
~1e Council  agreed to  ask the  Commission  to study the 
suggestions made  by the  Italian delegation. 
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The  Council  discussed the  three  subjects mentioned  in 
co~~ection with  telecommQnications~ 
On  the  respective roles of the  public administrations 
responsible for managing  the  telecommunications monopoly,  and 
of the  private  sector and  on  the  question of the  trend in prices 
to  the user,  the  Council  decided to ask the  Com~ission to study 
the  general  problems raised,  together with experts  from  the 
Member  States  m1.d  in the light of  the work undertaken within 
the  Europe8n  Conference  of the  Ministers for Posts  and 
Telecommunications. 
After a  discussion on  the  co-ordination of projects for 
the  developmGnt  of telecomralli1.ication networks  in the  CommQnity, 
the  Cotmcil  recorded  the  Com  ..  Bission'  s  intent to  draw up  a  list 
of the  main  techniques which are  used,  or are  on  the  drawing-
board for the  national administrations,  to  consult with the 
CEPT  and  to work  on  the  further definition of nev1  electronics-
based  tecln1.ologies  (integrated electronic system). 
-----
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ACTION  TO  BE  TAKEN  FOLLOWING  THE  MEETING  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COUNCIL 
ON  5  AND  6  DECEMBER.1977 
To  prepare  the  ground for a  detailed discussion of the 
Commission  communication to  the  European  Council  on  economic 
and monetary union,  the  Council  asked the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  a~d the  specialized economic  and 
financial  committees  (the Monetary  Committee,  the  Committee 
of Governors  of the  Central  Banks  and  the  Economic  Policy 
Committee)  to  conduct a  prior examination of the  communication. 
The  Council also pointed out  that the  European  Council had 
spoken in favour of increased convergence  of short-term 
economic  policies by better co-ordination of national short-term 
economic  policy instruments and  their insertion into  a  Community 
framework  and  procedure. 
The  Council undertook to  examine  the  problem at a  forth-
coming  meeting on  the  basis of the  reports which would  be 
forwarded  by the  various working parties and  specialized 
committees to  which it had  entrusted the  study of the  Commission 
communication  on  the  matter. 
The  Council in conclusion requested the  Commission  to  submit 
as  soon as possible its propos.al  for the  establishment of a  new 
instrument for  Community  lending and  borrowing in accordance 
with its instructions from  the  European  Council. 
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S'l'RENGTHENING  OP  THE  r.'LSCHAl'HSM  FOR  r.IEDIDr.~~-TElir'~  FINANCIAL 
ASSIS'l'ANCE 
After examining the  Commission  proposal,  the  Council 
adopted,  subject  to  a  provisional reservation by the United 
Kingdom  delegation,  a  Decision  on  the  adjustment  of  medium~ 
term financial assistance. 
The  purpose  of this  Decision is to  double  the  commitment 
. ceilings of  the  1':1ember  States and at  the  same  time  to  adjust:. 
·the  rlJ_les  governing conditions for assistance  ancl.  surveillance 
of compliance  with the  conditions subscribed to.  Henceforward, 
commitment  ceilings ancl.  operations for granting assistance will 
be  expressed  in European m1its  of accom1t. 
This  Decision will be  published in the. Official Journal 
of the  European Communi·cies  once  the  United Kingdom  delegation 
has  withdrawn its reservat]on. 
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ADOPI'ION  OF  THE  REGULii..TIOl'T  ON  VAT  OV'lN  RESOURCES  AND  THE  NEW 
REGUI1ATIQp.  No  ?./71 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  these  two  Regulations  on which it had  evolved 
common  guio.elines  at its meeting  on  21  November  1977  arid  the 
purpose  of  vrh~ch is to  E:nsu:rc  that the  full  system of  own 
resources  is  implemented.  Since  the  European  Pal~liament had 
declined to  ini·~iate  "Ghe  conciliation procedure,  i 1:  was 
possible to  adopt  both texts witho:J.t  I'U11endments. 
The  fo:;.~mer  of these Regulc.tions,  which  supplements  the 
worl:  alroo.,C:.y  "begun  by  th3  ac~option in IiiRy  this ye2.r  of the 
sixth VAT  Directive~  cont2.ins  specific  elements  for determining 
the  basis for levying own  resources  accruing frorc1  VAT  and 
provisions relating to  the  control of these  resotu~ces. 
Tho  l1C'N  Regulation No  2/71  lays  dovm  budgetar~" and 
financi8.1  provisions  which  a:re  to govern the  accounting, 
making available  and use  of th8  Communi ties'  0\'m resources  from 
· 1  January  1978. 
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EXCISE  DUTIES  ON  ~MNUFACTURED TOBACCO 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties the  Directive laying dovvn  speci2l  ci~i  teria to 
apply  dm:--ing  the  second stage  of harmonization of structures to 
the  excise duties  which  Moii.lber  States  apply to  manufactured 
tobacco. 
This Directive  provides that  during the  second stage,  which 
extends from  1  July  1978  ( 1  January  1979 for I1·eland)  to 
31  December  1980,  MemborStntes  shall apply  a  specific  element 
of the  o:ccise  duty  on  cigarettes .  which  may  not  ·be  less than  5~; 
or more  than  557~ of the  mnount  of the total t::tx  burden 
(proportional  component  of the  c~cise duty  +  specific  component 
of tho  excise· duty+ VAT). 
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DUTY-FpEE  A_l,JJOWANCES  APPLICABLE  IN  INTERNA'.riONAL  TRAVEL 
The  Colmcil adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,. the  Direc·t;ive  granting Denmark  a  derogation for 
a  five-yes.r period beginning  on  1  January  1978  from  the 
a:pplication of the  har:'1lonized  rules  r-el::1ting  to  exemption  from 
turnover tax and  excise duty on  imports  in international.travel. 
'rhe  Council  considered that  progress  in the  attainment  of 
economic  and monetary  ~mion and,  in particular,  in fiscal 
harmonization did not yet allow the full application of such 
rules  in·  .. Denmark  wi·chout  the  risk of serious  sconomic 
consequences •. 
The  derogation accorded  by this Directive authorizes 
Denmark  to restrict  duty~free imports  of  tobacco  products, 
alr  .. oholic  beverages  (distilled beverages  and spirits of an 
alcoholic strength exceeding  22°)  and beer. 
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MUTUAL  ASSISTANCE  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  DIRECT  T.!-\X.4.TION 
The  Council  adopted in the official lenguages  of the 
Communities  the Directive to  vvhich  it had  agreed in principle 
at its liweting  on  21  November  1977  ( 1)  concernin:3 mutual 
assistnnce  by the  competent  authorities of the  Llember  States 
in the  :~ield of direct  tc:.xationG 
BUDGETARY  ASPECTS  OF  THE  1978/1979  AGRICULTURAL  PRICES 
The  Council noted  o.  statement  by rirr  TUGENDHAT, 
Commissioner  v;i th responsi0ili  ty for  budgetary matters 
c;oncerning the  implications for tho  budget  of tho proposals ·on 
agricultural prices recently submitted to the  C01mcil  by the 
Commission. 
DATE  OF  THE  NEXT  IYIEETING 
The  Council  decic"'  .. ec1  to hold its next  meot:i_ng  on  economic  .. 
end financial matters  on  20  February  1978  under the  Danish 
Presidency. 
(1)  See  Presse  Release  1359/77  (Presse  146)  of the  same  date. 
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·IRON  AND  STEEL  PROBLill·'IS 
The  Council  exr.1nined  in d.etsil  the  whole  "-'ange  of 
internal and  external measures  to  be  introduced on 
1  Ja  .. nuary  1978  in order to  resolve  the  prese:1t  crisis in 
the  Communi t~r  iron  ;:;,:::1d  steel  indnstr~r  ~  at  the  end  of the 
discussions,  the  CoU11cil  reached  an overall policy 
agreement. 
0 
0  0 
With  rego.r0.  to  the  external measures,  the  Council 
invited the  Co~~ission to  ,ropose,  along the lines of the 
OECD  declars  .. tion,  th1:~t  all the  countries  which  export steel 
to  the  Community,  conclude  with the  Commission bilateral 
arrangements  for price restraint so  as not  to  provoke  a 
dist'tl.r'JG.l1Ce  on the  Comr:mni t;y  market  which was  based on 
Community  minimum  1::rices.  This  could  onl~"  ~)e  achieved 
if a~ the  same  time  2.ssurances  were  given on  the maintenance 
of traditional trade  patterns  on the basis of 1976,  taking 
into  account  the  trend  towards  lower  consurnption forecast 
for 1978. 
The  Council also  took note of the  action which  the 
Commission  would be  tE>Jdng  to  terminate  the  disturbances 
on ·the  Community  mo.rl:et. 
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From  1  J2.r::.u9.ry  1978,  ~Jendinc; the  co~1chE;ion of bil2.teral 
o.greements  vvhich  should be  concluC..ed  by  the  e:q.d  of ~\  th_e 
followinG me2.sU:res  will  aplJly~  <:orny e  nclvlrl 
IVO  ls<J. .;.>)77  f'/dS 
.  ,  . .J.h  1-'  .  •  "  GAr.,~,  du".·-··.~.)-~ n,r  .. ·.,  t'-"'e  I 7.s- ln  E~CCOrQ2J.1C8  Wl u  ·une  l)rOVlSlOUS  OI  r  • .L'.L  on  ,,.  •  ::_·  cL 
publication in the  Official  Journ~l of  .  .  . 
2.  ;:;:_o~slc  prl  ce 
reflecti:'lg the  lovJest  :;n"oduction  costs in the  exporti:ns 
cocJ.:1try  in which  ~1or:~~r::.l  cox:di cions  of  com:_Jeti tion cdst; 
CODl)Ulsory  inclication of  the  delivery price in the  eutomatic 
import  licences~ 
...  recorc1inc.;  i:;~r  the  custon'!D  c:.~lmi:1istrc:.tiol''!.S  on  beh::::tl:f  of the 
Commission  of any  differe:;.1ce.s  tetwee~1 the published bEsic price 
2J.10.  the  decl2.:red  delivery J_)rice; 
OJ.1 
the  irnr.1eo.iate  imyos:i.tio:1  by  the  Con:rrnission  of temporc.ry 
countervo.iling duties. 
In order to  enable  the  system  to  0ecoxne  fully operative 
J ,J.Il>).ary,  '"  '  ' .  l'  unose  eu·co;~12."GlC  1conces which  \Yore  t..'.:nuscc1  on 
20  December  1  '377  \'!ill  1::c  CaJ:lc8llea.  :::mel  must  therefore  ;Je 
. re·-·submi ttec!..  There  '/Till  l::;r;  e:;:ce:1?tions  ~or coods  consi&'1ed 
"'r:Jy  shi:::J  befo:;:·e  20  Docemi)er  1977  8XH1  goods  on rail  ( especis.lly 
for  the  E8.stern Jfuropes.c.1  com1.tries)  which  will  be  accepted un.til 
31  Decei~lber.  Hone-;er,  thG  no!'l.11al  anti--·clWi1ping  rules will  apply 
to  s1..~ch  im~Jorts. 
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rending  the  conclusion of the  price  and  cluantity 
arrangements  to  be  nego·tiated  by  the  Commission with third 
countries,  ·t;he  Cou_Ylcil  agreed in princi:;>le  to  a  measure 
banning Community  underta.."!{ings  from  ali311.ing their prices  on 
·cenders  for  iron c:..nd  s·ceel  and  pig iron :products  from  certain 
·i.;hi:::::-d  countries.  This  measure  will  be  introduced when  the 
agreeE1ents  with  -~hird  countries  have  entered into  force. 
0 
0  0 
The  Co·uncil  8-lso  approved  the  crisis measures  for  ·(;he 
in·cernnl market,  in both  their aspects  i.e.  the  steps  -~o  be 
taken  ·c·J  increase prices ana  .. establish grea·iier restraint on 
tl1e  Commu.:ai·cy  marl:e·c,  and also  ·t;he  Commission's  ideas  on  -;jhe 
re·~ore;anization of  ·(;he  iron and  sJceel  industry. 
The  Council  gave  i·i:;s  assen·c  to  measures  for  correc-~ing 
the  dis·cortirms  on  the  market,  with the  aim of ensuring that 
·che  ~)rice  regulations  vv-ere  obeyed by dealers  in iron and 
s ·ceel  products. 
r·c  also  took  pa1·t  in C·)nsultation on  the  minimum prices 
which  the  Commission is  ·l;o  fix  from  1  January for  concre·i:;e 
reinfJrcement bars,  Yvide  ho·c-rolled s·crip  and  laminated 
merchru1t  bars., 
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Finally,  the  Council  took note  of the various measures 
which the  Conrrtlssion intcnd8d to take  as part  of its crisis 
plan,  viz  ..  in particular increasing the  guide  prices by  15%--
in the  course  of  1978,  a  5%  increase being applied  on 
1  January  1978,.  and  obliging undertakings 
- in the  steel industry in general to issue certificates  of 
conforrnity for certain steel products; 
producing merchant  bars,  sections,  coils and  concrete 
reinforcement bars to supply certain data  on  their deliveries 
of these products. 
0 
0  0 
In order to implement  all these measures  and attain the 
objective  of restructuring the  Community  steel industry, 
the Council,  having noted 
the  Commission's intention of reserving the  appropriation 
of 32  r~EUA intended to balance  the  ECSC  budget  exclusively 
for re-structuring the  Community  steel industry,  creating 
alternative  employment  as  part of the  conversion policy for 
the  steel'  industry and  gl~anting social aid for relocation of 
labour; 
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the  Commission's  intention o:i providing a  fre..mework  for 
national cid in accordance  vrith  the provisions  of -the  Treaty 
and  requestinc~ the  assent  o:f  the  Council,  pursuant to· the 
first paragraph of Article 95,  to the measures necessary, 
taking into account  the  objectives set  out in the previous 
paragraph; 
the  Comrnissionts  intention o:f  subr~tting the  general 
objectives for steel for  1985-1990 to the  Council for 
consultation as  soon as  they have  been dravvn  up; 
the proposals made  by the  Commission  to transfer the  customs 
duties  on  ECSC  products to the  operational budget  of the 
ECSC; 
decided in principle to alloce-te  32  riEUA  to the  operational 
budget  of the  BCSC  for  1978  and undertook to adop-t  the 
appropriate  measures in due  course.  Detailed allocation 
procedures  ~rill be  determined later. 
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TJ0CTIL~6S - RBPORT  ON  TI-E  BIJJATERAL  NEG()TIATIONS  AND  EXTimSION 
The  Council  studied_ in  de·~ail  -~he  Commissioa  repn~·:;  on 
the  ne;;o  ·cia·~ions  2.nd  tal:cs  held over  -~lle  ~;ast  trvo  mon·~hs  vli"Gh 
almost all cowrcries  supplying textile;:: at low prices  • 
These  negotio;cions  and  talks were  concluc·ced  under  ·cerms 
of reference  dravm up  by  the  Council in Cctober.  The  main 
aim was  to  obtain a  ce::c·:;ain  s·cabiliza·ticm  o:i:'  imports  of 
tez·cile  l)roducts  into  the  Community,  viz.  ·:;he  ordered 
develo;Jment  of all ·cextile  imports  over  t~1.e  nex·;;  five-year 
period  (1978/1982)  so  "Ghe:c  ·chey  are  lw;;>·i;  wi-cl"lin  limi·~s 
bearr:tble  for the  Cormnuni·cy  tex·L;ile  ino.us·cry.  The  latter YlOL.lld 
thus  have  "che  1n~eathing space  necessc>.ry  :cor  i·c  to  modernize 
i"i:;s  structures.  The  3(;l'eements  nego·cia·ced.  also  guaran·ce8 
supylier countries  security of access  ·co  ·che  Connnunity  mar~:a·c. 
The  Cmmcil  endorsed.  the  results of alJ_  the  negotia·~ions 
carriecl.  out  by  the  CoEmlissione 
· The  various  bila·~cl"al agreements will be  signed and. 
concluded as  soon as  l:iOSsible  in accordance  with  customc.ry 
proced.u2.,e. 
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In view of  ·i:;he  above,  the  Cormcil  was  also  able  ·co  accept 
that  the  Community  should  consent  to  the  extension of  ·i:;he 
r.,Iultifibre  Arrangement  for a  period of four years.  It was 
understood,  however,  ·chat where  a  bilateral agreement  was  not 
ratified by  the  supplier concerned or was  laJcer denounced, 
the  Community would fully reserve  i -'cs  righ·cs. 
On  completion of their discussion,  ·t;he  Council  expressed 
satisf~:te-cion  a~ the  resul·i:;s  obtained in vvhat  is a 
. par·i:;icularly sensitive sector and its apprecia·cion of  the 
·work  ce_rried out  by  the  Commission and  the  negotiators. 
1522  e/77  (Pre.sse  175)  ell/PB/ms 
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REGIONAL  POLICY 
In an attempt  to  reach  an overall decision on  the new 
regione.l  policy texts  a.cJ.d  in particular the  revised 
Regulation concerniDg  the  European Development  Fund 1  the 
Council heid  a  lengthy discussion on the  outstanding 
problems,  i.e.  the  final distribution of national  shares~ 
the  creation on a  non~quota section and  the  inclusion in 
a  Regulation of the  overall endowment  of the  Regional 
Fund  agreed upon by  the  European Council. 
In connection with the  overall endowment,  the  Council 
agreed  that the  dran; budget  for the  years _1978  to  1980 
would  be  drawn  up  ir_  o.ccordance  with the  amounts  decided 
upon by  the European Council,  munely  1978  ~  580  1\oTEUA, 
1979:  620  MEUA,  1980:  650  lV!EUA. 
As  regards.the distribution of national shares,  the 
Council discussed  the  method  to  be  used  to  calculate the. 
figures for distributing betv1een  the Member  States the 
additional allocation of  216  for France  decided by the 
European Council. 
The  Council  considered in depth  the  creation of a  non~ 
quota  section&  No  delegation raised· any  objection in 
principle  to this  Com.i11issio21  proposal.  It was  nevertheless 
noted that in vievv  of the  fact that it v'.'as  an  innovation, 
further work  Vlould  1Je  needed  in particular as  regards  the 
scope,  the  types  of programme  to  be  approved,  the  endowment 
of this  sectj_on  i1-:.  relation to  the  whole  of the  Fund  and 
other implementing  arrangements. 
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The  Council :i.nstructed the  Permanent  Hepresentatives 
Com.rni ttee to  contj_nue  its work  in the light of c1iscussions 
held today and  to  submit  to it an overall solution to  the 
problems  outst2,nding. 
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At its meeti_ug  in Brussels  on  5  and  6  December  1977, 
the  European Council  asl;:ed  the. President of the  Commission  to 
continue  and  intensify his  consul  ta:tion.s  wi-'ch  the  Japanese 
Government  on  the  lJroblems  arising in ·crade  relations  between 
the  Ej5Q  and Japan. 
The  President of the  Collll-nission  made  ·a  detailed 
statement  to  the  Council  on  the  main points  to  emerge  from 
his  ·calks  on  16  December with Hir  USHIBA,  Japanese  Liinis·cer 
for  In:i:;er:n.ational  .Economic  Relations. 
After  the  exchange  of  views  which  followed  this 
s·~atement,  ·che  Cotmcil  asked  the  Commission  -co  continue 
consultations with the  Japanese  Govenmen·c  and  agreed  to  hold 
a  thorough  discussion of all the  problems  surrounding 
relations  vvi th Japan  a-'-;  i·t;s  meeting in Fe1Jruary  1978  • 
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EUTI.ATO~.:-IAEA RELATIONS 
The  Council noted  the progress made  in the negotiations 
between Euratom  Bnd  the  IAE.A  on  the  inspection procedures  to 
be  introduced for  certe.in nuclear installations located in the 
se1ren  1·.~ember 3tates which are  siQJ.atories  to  the Verification 
Ac;re 8iilcmt. 
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EURATmi-CAl'UDA  HUC1E.AJ:"1  CO-OPERATIOH  AGHEEtiENT 
'J::he  Council  noted.  a  statement by i'.:r  Bii.Ul'TimR,  l!:e;nber  of 
thG  Commission,  descriiJing the last ph2.se. of the recently 
completed negotiations with Canad2,.  It approved  the  conclusion 
of the  e::change  of letters - finali  z.ed.  during the negotiations 
between  the  Comruission  and  Ca::-1ada  -··  supplementing or interpreting 
the provisions relating to  safegua.rdo  of the  1959  Eure.tOiil-CaJ:wcb 
nuclear co·"operation  agreei!!.ent o - 16 - 20.XIIo77 
RELATIOIJS  VliTH  SPAIN 
The  Council  adoptee. negotiating directives for the 
Commission~  to  enable nego-tiations  to be  restunee.  with 
Spain with  a  view to  supplef;1enting the  agreement  between 
the latter and  the Europe2n Economic  Community  .. 
CITRUS  FRUIT  ·--------
The  Council  discussed  the  Commission  recommendation 
for an  improvement' of the  Com;.rnuni ty tariff concession for 
various Medi terr.mean cm.mtries in respect of certain 
citrus fruit.  It instructeQ the  Perm~~ent Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  exsnining the matter. 
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RELATIONS  WITH  LEBANON 
The  Cow.J.cil  agreed to ask the European Investment  Bank 
to make  20  ItTUA  available  from its own  resources  as 
exceptional aid to  Lebanon in the  form  of loans  for 
reconstruction projects.  It also  decided that the  Community 
would  guarantee  these loans. 
l\IIEDITERRI\...T\J""EAN  POLICY 
The  Council heard a  statement  from  lVlr  GUNDELACH  commenting 
on the. recent  Commission communication on·the guidelines  for 
the  development  of the Mediterranean regions  of the  Community 
and measures  in the  agricultura~ sector.  It noted that the 
Commission intended to add to its proposals  as  soon as 
possible. 
The  Council  took note  of the  comE1ents  made  by the various 
delegations in response  to this strttement  and  confirmed the 
instructions given to the Perraanent  Representatives  Cerami ttee 
in June  to maintain an  overall. picture  of this matter. 
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P~LAT  IONS  WITH  YUGOSLAVIA 
The  Council  exa·'ined progress  in ·che  establishmen·c  ol' 
the  nego·ciatin:; directives  for  the  conclusion of a  new 
a(?;reement  with Yugoslavia in ·che  spiri·i~. of the  Join·(; 
Declaration made  in Belgrade  on 2  December  1967.  It 
ins·cruc·ced  the  Permanent  Representatives  Co!Th11i·i:;tee  to 
advance  its proceedings  in the  mat·t;er  and  report  to  the 
Cou..l'lcil  at its next :...'1eeting  in Januar;T  1978 so  as  to  enable 
it to  take  a  decision on  the  direct;ives. 
Horeover,  so  as  to  ensure  that  Community  fishermen  could 
con·cinue  ·~o  fish in Yuc;oslav 1vaters  u.rrcil  a  fisheries 
agreement  could  be  nezo-Giated  and  concludGd  between 
Yugoslavia and  the  Co"nmuni ty in the  firs·(; half of  1978, 
the  Council authorized  I·~aly to  extend for six months  -Ghe 
arrangements  entered into with Yugoslavia in  1977  v:rhereby 
Italy and Yugoslavia agreed  to  an  in·l;er:9retation which 
enabled  ·chem  to  continue  to  apply  the  fisheries  agreement; 
which  ·chcy  had signed on  15  June  1973. 
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1978  BUDGET 
The  Council  exc,mined  the  increases in "non-compulsory 
expendi  -Gure"  of  34  Il'lEUA  in appropriations for payment  and 
80  ~~UA in appropriations for  commitments,  together with 
135  Th'lEUA  in payments  a..11.d  183  1\'lEUA  in commitments  for the 
Regional  Fund,  approved by the Europea..."l.  Parlia.11ent  on 
15  December  1977o 
Pursu~"l.t to  the last subparagraph of Article  203(9) 
of the  EEC  Treaty,  the  Council in turn also  recorded its 
agreement  to  these  increases  and  to  the  new  rates for 
appropriations for  COllli'Ili tment  and  appropri2,tions  for 
payment  resulting therefrom. 
The  European Parliament having  also  set the  rate 
applic2-ble  to  resources  accruir>..g  f:tom  VAT  (r8..te  provided 
for in the  second  subix,:.ragraph  of Article  4-( 1)  of the 
Decision of  21  April  1970)  o.t  0.64%,  the  Council in turn 
also  agreed to  this rate. 
The  European Parliament  was  immediately  informed of 
this outcome. 
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~LQ_RTH/SOUTH RELATIONS  PJ'JD  cm'JMON  FUND 
In prep8,ration for the ministerial session of UNCTAD 
scheduled to  take  place  in Geneva  in March,  the  Council 
agreed,  on  a  proposal  from  Commissioner  CHEYSSON,  to  take 
a  general look at the matter of North/South relations at 
one  of its forthcoming meetings  in Januar;)r. or February 
and  to  take up  the matter of the  Corr~on Fund  again at its 
meet:j_ng  in r.ffarch. 
RELATIONS  WITH  GREECE 
The  Council  prepared the  way  for the  45th meeting of 
the  EEC-GREECE  Association Council,  to  be  held at 
ministeri2~ level,  and  for the  5th ministerial r.1eeting  of 
the  accession negotiations with Greece,  both of which 
took place  in the late afternoon of Monday  19  December  • 
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~ORT CREDITS 
The  Council  ado:;Jted  the  Decision prolonging in i·cs 
entiret;:,r the  Decision ')f  14  r.Iarch  1977  on  the  application of 
certain guidelines  in ·che  fielo.  of  ex::Jt:n·t  credits  ei·cher 
until revised  guir1elines  are  pu·c  in·t;o  effect by  ·iJhe  Euro~JeCJ.n 
Economic  Conmn.mi·cy  or v.ntil 30  June  1978,  whichever is  ·cho 
earlier. 
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RBVIB\'1  OF  THE  EURO~EAN SOCIAIJ  IipND 
The  Council  adop·i;ed  in  the  official languages  of  che 
Conununity all the  tex·i:;s  relating to  the  review of  the  Social 
Fund,  ·chus  enabling  ·Ghe  revised Fund  to  be  imlJlemen-ted  as  from 
1  J aYJ:Llo.ry  19 7  8 • 
It should  l:>e  no·(;ed  that, under Ar·cicle.  123  of  the  BEC 
Trea,ty,  ·che  object of the  Social Fund  is  ·i:;o  render the 
employment  of workers  easier and  to  increase  ·i;heir 
geographical  end  occupa·i;ional  mobilit~r. 
For  the  financial year  1978  the  Social Fund will be 
endowed  with~ 
569. 5  ITBUA  in commi ·t;ment  appropriations 
538.8 IIEUA  in paymen·c  appropriations. 
In reviewing the  Fv.nd,  the  Council  ende;:;.voured  to  raal:e 
assi.s·l;ance  and  management  mere  efficien·c,  ra·:;ional  and 
incisive particularly in the  light of the  serious  employElen·c 
si"u'l.m·cion  wit;l1in  the  ComJnunity. 
WJ.1ile  retaining the  possibility of assis·ca.Dce  from  ·che 
Fv.nd.  in support of  Con1li1W.1ity  policies or for specific  join·c 
action,  the  Council wished  to  sa·cis:fy  -~l1e  demand  for a 
grea:l;er  concentration of aid  from  the  Fund  811  the  most 
serious  problems,  in :p8,rticular the  rec;ional structural 
imbalances  as  reGards  employment., 
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The  C01.mcil  also wished  to give  a  positive c1enonstrc:.tion 
of  Commw1ity  soliclari  ty by  p:;.~ovicUng that  opcr2:Gions  carried. 
out  in regions  IlG:i:'ked  by  especially serious  or prolonged 
imbe.lanccs  in employmen"c  ...  namely  Greenl<=mcl,  the  French 
Overseas Departm,mts,  Il~ele>nc~,  Northern  Irelancl.  <ind  the 
Mezzogiorno  - would  qualify for  a  higher  rcd;e  of  intervention. 
rtToreover  the  Council  cecidec1  on  intervention from  the 
Social  Func~ for women  of  25  or  over who  wish  to  E::::ercise  a 
professional 2.ctivi  ty for the first  time  or after a  long 
absence  or r!ho  have lost their  jobs.  This  assistance  is 
designed  to  Rllevic,tc  the cUfficul  ties experienced by women 
starting or returning to work,  because  of their lack  of 
professional  qualifics:~io::.1s  or  insuff:Lcicnt  qualifications. 
This  assistance  from  the  Ftmd  for women  covers  ac'ls.ptation 
progrm.i1lnes  for  instructors where  these  persons  pu:-csue  their 
activities in areas relating to womens 1  emplo;yruont. 
In addition,  decisions  on  assistance  from  ·[;he  Fund  alree.dy 
taken  in the  past but  oxpiring at the  end  of this year  ( tex'liile 
and· clo·~hing,  young  people~ migrant  workers)  h::,vc  been 
extenc1ecl tmtil 31  Dece;Eber  1980. 
Amonc~s·ti  the  rulos  1  p2.rticular  importance  h2.s  'been  given 
to those  on  the  fixing by  the  Co:rmnission  of multi-mmual 
guidelines for the  ffi8.l12.[;0rilcnt  of  the  F'und  which vdll 
Lwilite:t;e  the  assessment  anc1  selection of  2.pplic2.-Gions 
for  nssist2nc'2  from  the  :B\mC  .• 
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Finall;y,  of the  administrative  and  financis.l  provisions 
adopted by  the  Council,  specicl note  should be  tc-JHm  ·of  those 
which  concern  the  simplification of aid,  ·the  ce.lculation of 
assistance  from  the  Funes,  the  procedure  to be  followed  in 
sub;;1itt ing an application,  c.nc1  the  granting of  a.dvances  once 
the  Member  State  co:n.corned  certifies that the  opcr2.tion has 
begun:  these  provisions will enable  the Ftmc1  resources  to be 
managed  in a  more  rational  end  expeditious fashion  :=md  help 
speed up  payments,  thoroby assisting tho promoters 
\ 
of  operations. 
The  ,Council  was  delic;htcd  at the  results  obtained  in  e.. 
relatively short  time,  &ivcn  the  complexity  onc1  mc.GJli tude  of the 
problems  involved:  the  Council received  the  Comnission 
proposals at  the  end  of march  1977,  was·able  to settle a 
preliminary set of  problems  on  28  June  1977  end  ro2.ched 
agTeemen·i;  on all the  texts  on  28  October  1977. ·  The 
Europoon l':J.rli2.1tlent  ~ in tho light of  the  positive  outcome 
of the Council's discussions  - did not  request  tlu:.t  the 
concilis.tion procedure  b-:;  opened  r.nd  the  Council  V.'='.S  thus  able 
formally  to  adopt all the  tr:;xts  on the review  of  the Social Fund 
on  20  December  1977. 
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The  Council  o.clolYCCd.  clirecti  ves  for the  opcmin::;  of  ::.'lego-~ 
tiationD '.'Ji th  Cypr~ls for  the  co:1clusion of  :3:  Protocol l8.ying. 
d.o\vn  the  alnr::mgem.G~1ts  for  tr?..d.e  in the  agricultur2.l  sector 
from  1  Jc:nn2,ry  1978  to  31  IlecGr:lber  1979.  It also  agreed  on 
!l1CD.cmres  to  :)e  ap~f)licc1  8.1-l."Gonomov.sly  to  Cyprus,  in the  agricul  ture:1.l 
sector,  durint; the first three  months  of  1978~ 
The  Co1.mcil  2.lso  adopted  2  ..  Regulation  concluding the 
EEG··Cy~)rus  .Ac1cli tiono.l Protocol  signecl.  on  15  September  1977 
2c1:1d  C',ue  to  enter into  force  on  1  February  1 S70.  To  cover the 
period  betv;een  ·1  Jm1uc:tFY  2,;c1d  1  :F'ebruary  1978  it c.\lso  c.do;?·:jod 
a  Hegulatior~ extenclinc;  cer}cain )rO-'iisions  of ·cho  8.rr:::11gcE~ents 
Community  8nd  C;ypru.s. 
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PROCEEDINGS  OF  THE  COUNCIL 
The  Council  took note  of the  customary report  informing 
it of the  state of progress  on  the main  problems under  examin-
ation by  the  Council sitting other than as the  Council  for Foreign 
Affairs.  This  document  should  enable  the Foreign Affairs  Council 
to maintain an overall picture of the  Community's activities  • 
11AGNESIUM  IMPORTS 
The  Council agreed  to  a  second increase  of 1,400 tonnes 
in the volume  of the  Community  tariff quota  opened  for  1977 for 
unwrought  magnesium. 
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i\IISCELL.r\NEOUS  DECISI...QB]. 
Trade 
The  Council  agreed in principle on  Community  accession to 
the  1963  International Olive  OiJ.  Agreement  as  extended by  the 
Protocol of  23  t~arch  1973  and 1  pending the  completion of the 
necessary internal procedures 7  adopted  the Decision on the 
provisional application by  the  European Economic  Conmmnity  of 
the Protocol  on  23  Uarch  1973  extending the  1963  International 
Olive  Oil Agreement. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulations 
- 2Jnending Regul2.tion  (EEC)  No  1736/75  on  the  exter:::1.al  trade 
statistics of  ·che  Community  and  statistics of  trade between 
Member  States?  · 
- de:c
1ogating in favour  of Denmark  from  Regulatio~1 (EEC) 
No  1445/72  concerning the nomenclature  of goods  for  the 
ex~ernal trade  statistics of· the  Conununity  and  statistics of 
trade between ~.'lember  States  (NIMEXE); 
- fixing,  for  the first four months  of  1978,  Community 
quantitative  e:~port quotas  for certain types of copper  ash 
and  residues  and  for  certain types  of. copper,  aluminium 
. and  lead waste  and  scrap, 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Hegulations 
-on the  conclusion of  the Agreement-extending  (until the  entry 
into  force  of the Additional Protocol or  31  December  1978 
at the  ls.test)  the  Interim Agreement  between the 
European Econm11ic  Community  and  the Portuguese Republic$ 
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concludins the  Acreeme:I'J.t  between  the  Euro:Je2.n  Economic 
Con1.muni ty  end  the I'ortu,;uese  nepu":Jlic  regarding prepared 
or :pre3erved  tomG.toes  fallil;.g ni  thin subheading 20.,02  C 
of the  Co;mnon  Customs  Tariff; 
im~Jlementing Decisions nos  2/77  cmd  3/77 of the Joint 
Corm!li ttees  sGt  up u  ..  'Ylder  the  AcreeE1Gnt  betweei1  the  European 
Economic  Comm1..mi ty 2nd,  on  the  one  h::mc:.,  the 
Republic  of Austri8. end,  on  the  other,  the  Swiss  Co~'1federation 
on  the  a}Jplic2.tion of the rules  o:..1  Community· trc.lllr->i t .. 
T:Iedi terrcmean  __  ,.  ... ._..,_.H ...  - ...............  ,,.._. .....  ~,_., 
The  Council  adopted  the necessary provisions for the 
conclusion  o.f  the  Acreements  extencling the Interim Agreements 
between  the  Euro~?ean Economic  Cornmu..11i ty and  Algerie.,  ~:oro  ceo 
and  Tunisia respectively  (u..YJ.til  the  Co-·o:peration Agreements 
enter into  force  or until  30  June  1978~ whichever is the  earlier). 
The  Council  ac1optecl  in the  official lru1gua.ses  of the 
Conummi ties  the  IteG,ula.tion  concluc.l.inc;  the  exchanges  of letters 
.,.  with  Isr<::el,  Algeri<l,  I.1orocco  o.nd  Tunisia concerning fruit 
salads; 
with  l'~,:seri2,  conceriling toii1o.to  concemtr~tes. 
The  Council  also  ado::;Jted  L1  the officic:l loneuages  of the 
Communi ties the  Council  1:1egulations  opening,  alloce.ting and 
providing for the  ao.ministration of Community  tariff quotas 
for  prep;;u~ed or preserved.  sa.rd.ines  falling within 
su'bhe(?.ding  16.04 D  of the  Conm10n  Customs  Tariff end  originating 
in I•Iorocco  211cl  Tunisi<-,  res:pecti  vely. 
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Th2  r.ouncil  FCC:.opteCJ_  in the  official lc_;.::.'lQJJlges  of the 
CotTTllJJ:li t  ~. e s 
~ tbe  RPgulo..tions~ 
- mnending  Regulc.t:! on  (EEC)  rTo  878/77  as  regards 
the  exch<:.'.:>:J.ge  rc:~te  for the  French  fr:::u::cc.  -t;o  be 
e>pplie<i  in s_gricul  ture r 
L:cying  clovm  Sl;ecial me;J.sures  in respect of  ce.stor 
seeds; 
~  ·-c~x.:.tending  Regulation  (EEC)  ·No  3310/75  on agriculture 
in the  Gra.o.J.  Dl..lC:b.y  of :Guxembou.rg; 
~ relating to  the  org2l'ization. of a  survey  on  the 
struct1.i:ce  of "'gricultu.ral holdings  in 1979/1980} 
on  the  opening,  2.lloc<2tion and  at.ministration of a 
Community  ta.riff c;uota  for frozen beef ancl  veal 
falling within  suiJhe;:-_c~ing  02  .. 01  !1.  II b)  of  t!J.e 
Comi!lon  Customs S:ariff  ~ 
- incre;:;;.sing  the  Community tariff quota cpened  for the 
period  1  July 1977  to  30  June  1973  by negulation  (EEC) 
No  1331/77 for animals  of certain movx~t::;.in breeds; 
~·  on levies  aJ.JjJli-::able  to  imports  of  certc.tin  ac_ult 
bovine  animals  2  .. nd beef from  Yogosla.via~ 
~ the  Directives~ 
laying dov'm  o..(cU tional provisions relating to  the 
statistical surveys  to be  carriecl. out  ':ly  I'.1ember  States 
on  bovine  livestock; 
- extending the  derogations  gr.:mted  in respect of 
classical  s'Wine  fever to  Denmark,  Irela:..1.d  and  the 
United Kingdom; 
- axnendj_ng  Directives  66/400/EEC,  66/401/EEC,  66/402/EEC, 
68/193/EEC,  69/208/EEC,  70/458/EEC  ~d 70/457/EEC  on 
the  marketing of beet  seedp  fcdder  plc.mt  seed,  cereEl 
seed,  seed  pot~ctoes,  mr~terial for the  veget2.ti  ve 
propagation of the  vine,  seed of oil and  fibre 
plcmts,  vegete:lJJle  seed  and  on  the  comr,1on  ca  to.logue 
of varieties of agricultural  pl~~t  s~ecies  • 
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The  Council took note  o::?  the  Commission report  on measures 
applicable  to  grape  juices  (and grape  musts)  ir~por-Ged int_o  the 
United Kingdom  and Ireland for the  production of  British <md 
Irish wines  .. 
ECSC  questions 
The  Council  gave  the assents  req_uested by the  Commission, 
-pursuant to Article  56(2)(a)  of  the  ECSC  Treaty in favour of: 
- S~A.  Luchaire,  France 
Rockwool  - Isolation S.A.,  France 
Count:rJr  Produce  Ltd.,  United Kingdom; 
pursua..11t  to paragraph  2  of Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty 
rega:cding the  granting of an.  industrial  lo2r.~.  to  BOC 
Limited for the  execution of a  project intended to  supply 
the British Steel Corpo1"2.t:ion' s  factories at Heclcar  and 
South  Teesside vtith  indust1~al gas; 
- pursuen:ti  to paragraph  2  of Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty for 
the  financing of the  construction by  STEAG  1'J;:tiengesellschaft, 
at· Bergk8L18n1  of a  700-IJ..V  coal-fired monobloc  power station 
and  took part in the  consul  ta·t;ion pursuant to P..rticle  6 ( 1) 
oi Cor.a..rnission  Decision 528/76/ECSC  on the financial aid 
awarded  by the r:Iember  States to the coal inc1ustry in 1977. 
Social Questions 
On  e..  proposal  from the Irish Government,  the Council 
appointed nr LI.  CASHELL,  Department  of Labour,  a  full member 
of the  Advisory  Committee  on Safety,  Hygiene  and  Health 
Protection at Work,  to replace Mr  B.  0'  RIORD.AN,  full member, 
who  has  rGsigned,  for the remainder of the latter's term  of 
office i.e. until 4  ne.y  1978. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the  Commission  of 
the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  Jos  CH.ABBRr 
Denmark: 
Mr  Kjeld  OLESEN 
Mr  J;6rgen  HALCK 
Mr  Hei~,z  RUHNAU 
France: 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
Ireland": 
lVIr  Padraig FAULKNER 
Italy: 
Mr  Vito  LATTANZIO 
Luxembourg: 
JYir  J os ep h ·WEYLAND 
J.Yiinist er for '.rransport 
Minister for Public V!orks  and 
Transport 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Public Works  and 
Transport 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Transport 
State Secr.etary to the 
Minister for Equipment  and 
Regional Development 
(Transport) 
Minister for Tourism  and 
Transport 
Minister for Transport 
Deputy Permanent  Representative 
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Mr  E.  A.  van  SV!INDEREN 
United Kingdom: 
Mr  John  HOR!'Jf.l 
Commission: 
Mr  Richard  BURKE 
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0 
Deputy Permanent  Representative 
Parliamentary Secretary, 
Ministry of Transport 
Member 
0  0 
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The  Com1cil  agreed  to  the  Decision  amending  the 
directives for  the negotiations  on  the rules applicable 
to  occasional  international carriage  of passengers  by 
coach  and  bus  between  the  European Economic  CommQ~ities 
and  third countries  which  are  members  of the  European 
Conference  of l\hnisters  for Transport. 
This  Decision is intended  to  enable  the negotiations 
between  the  Comn1unity  and Austria,  Spain,  Greece,  Finland, 
Norway,  Portugal,  Sweden,  Switzerland,  Turkey  o.nd  Yugoslavia, 
all of which  are  members  of the  ECMTi  to  be  concluded. 
The  Agreement  thus negotiated will  be  the  first transport 
agreement with  third countries  to  which  the  Community  is  a 
contracting party and will liberalize occasional international 
carriage of passengers  by  coach  and  bus  between  the  countries 
concerned  and  between  them  and  the  Community. 
In order to  solve  some  problems  which have  e~isen in 
the  course  of these negotiations,  the  amendment  to  the 
directives  introduces  a  reciprocal  information procedure 
and  entrusts certain tasks  connected with the  administration 
of the  Agreement  to  the Secretariat of the  Europeen Conference 
of Ministers  for Transport. 
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TA.Xi~.TION  OF  COMIVIERCIAL  ROAD  VEHICLES  -·  --
The  Council  took note  of  the  progress  ms,de  on  the 
proposal for  a  first Directive  on  the  adjustment  of national 
taxation systems  for c01mnercial  road vehicles. 
The  proposal  forms  e:1.  first step  towards  the  charging of 
infrastructure costs  to  the  transport  industry,  a  principle 
designed  to  bring about heElthier competition between 
hauliers  and  between  the  different forms  of transport  eild 
to place it on  a  more  rational  footingD 
The  Cou..-v1cil  e..greed  to  co:1tinue  its discussions  on  this 
matter on  the  ba:::;is  of  a  comprom::.se  worked  out by  the 
Presidency  o.nd  to  tako  a  decision on  it at  a  future  meeting 
before  the  end  of June  1978. 
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COMiviUNITY  QUOTA 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Regulation  amending  the  Community  quota for 
the  carriage  of goods  by  road  between Member  States. 
\ 
This  decision raises  the  total number  of authorizations 
to 2,835,  broken down  as  follows: 
Belgium  318 
Denmark  203 
Germany  512 
France  491 
Ireland  60 
Italy  383 
Luxembourg  84 
Netherlands  458 
United Kin,gdom  326 
These  figures  represent  ~ 20%  across-the-board increase 
over the  authorizations  currently granted,  the  total number 
of which has not· been  increased since  1975,  and  will enable 
Member  States  to  meet  the  strong demand  for authorizations 
as  reflected in the rising level of use. 
The  Council recorded its agreement  on  a  model  book 
of record sheets thet were  simpler than  those  of the 
previous model  and  also  agreed  to  continue  Community 
financing of the classification and  taping of the  information 
on  the  record sheets  completed by  hauliers for checking  and 
statistical analysis  purposes. 
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CARRIAGE  OF  GOODS  BY  ROAD 
The  Council  agreed to  the Directive  amending  the first 
Council )irective on  the  establishment  of  common  rules for 
certain types  of  carriage of goods  by road between  J,~ember States. 
In taking this  decision,  the  Council  agreed to  increase 
J 
from  50km  to  100km  the total distance  as  the  crow flies for 
'  which frontier carriage has been liberalized. 
It was  also  agreed to  provide for  tbe liberalization of 
the  carriage of vehicles  which have  broken  dovvn  (the  carriage 
of  damaged  vehicles has been liberalh;ed since  1962)  and  the 
carriage of spare parts for aircraft. 
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DRIVING  LICENCES  ---
The  Council recorded its agreement  in principle  on 
the  introduction of a  Community  driving licence  and 
instructed the  Permanent  Representatives Committee  to 
- continue  examining  the  proposal  from  the  Presidency, 
giving special priori  t:/  to~ 
- the  mutual  recognition of national licences; 
- the  establishment of a  Community  model  for national 
licences~ 
to  enable  the  Council  to  take  a  decision at its next 
meeting. 
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TENPORARY  LAYING-UP  OF  VESSELS 
The  Council signified its agreement  in principle 
to  the Decision amending  the  Directives  on  the. opening 
of negotiations  with Switzerland for an 1\.greement  on 
the  implementation of regulations for  the  temporary 
laying-up of vessels  for  the  transport of goods  and 
applicable  to  certain inl2nd WQterways. 
The  amended  proposal proved necessary in view of 
the  opinion delivered by  the  Court  of Justice  in July  1976 
concerning the  incompatibility  <;>f  the  ini  tie.l draft 
.1\.greement  with the  provisions of the  Treaty. 
Certain material difficulties which  emerged  regarding 
the  inland waterways  to  which  the  Agreement  should  apply 
led the  Council  to  instruct  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  examine  the  de  facto  and  de  jure situation 
and report back. 
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COMMITTEE  ON  TRANSPORT  INJ:~HASTRUCTU~S 
The  Council  agreed to the institution of a  consultation 
procedure  ~nd to  the setting up  of  a  Committee' 6n~ransport 
Infrastructures. 
This  procedure will replace that  of the  Council  Decision 
of  28  February  1966  by  e:~ending consultation in this field 
to  cover the  stage  of plan.s  a.:."1d  progranm1es  and  enabling a 
number  of questions  v~1ich are  essential for appraising 
Communit;y- interest to  be  deelt with,  i.e. the 'eJw.mination 
of the  criteria for the  optiim.u.n  choice  of investmer1ts,  the 
integration of the  objectives  of the  co1nmon  transport policy 
with those  of other Comnnmity  policies  and the  s tudJr  of 
estimated transport  requirements. 
The  aforementioned proposal  for a  Decision sets  out 
the  concept  of Community  interest,  extends  notification to 
cover plans  and  programmes  which  are  of significance for  an 
appraisal  of projects  of  Co~nunity interest and  finally 
stipulates  -Ghat  projects  may  be notified once  they have 
been sufficielltly identified.  Since the legal basis  for 
the  Decision is Article  75  of the EEC  Treaty,  the :projects 
referred to  are  only those  concerning road,  inJ_eJlc1  i7atervmy 
and rail transport. 
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TJ.1e  forwn  for this  consultation procedure  v.rill  be  the 
CoiiDni ttee,  'iVhich  will  be  tb_e  focus  for  co-operation betvveen 
the  Conu~1i:Jsion and the  Lie::10er  States  and  be-Gvreen  the 
r1~ember States  themselves.  'l.'he  Committee  wi:tJ.  organise the 
e:xchancse  of  information  on plsns  and  programE!eS,  G:~amine the 
choice  bet;Ieen  investmen·l;  cri·ceria  ru1d  study requirement 
forecasts..  It will  ex2.;:1ine  divergences  betvveen  fol~vvard 
studies  and lJrojectsi  lJla.m  and  progrart111es  ru1d  ~Jermit detailed 
study  of  ru1y  other question  concerning the  Comnnmity  transpor-~ 
netvvorl:. 
Tl1e  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives 
Coiil.llli t-Gee  ~Go  cor..tin:J.e  i·cs  ezamination of the  l):i.~o:,Josal  for  a 
Regulation  con.-cerning aid to :rJrojects  of  CoEDi11.mity  interest 
in the field of transport infrastructure so  "Cl'lat  it could 
act  on the  proposal at  a  forthcoming meetinc;, 
CODE  OF  CONDUCT  FOR  LIIillH  COI'T.i?:8RENCES  _.:;..;.;.:;_..=;;.;:c.;..  ____ -----
Tl1e  Coun.cil  took note  of  a  nevi  Conm1ission :proposal 
submi  ttecl to the  Council  on  15  December  conce:rning accession 
to the  Convention  on  a  Code  of  Conduct  for Liner Conferences. 
It inst!'ucted the  Per;;,anent  Representatives  COimni ttee 
to  examine this  proposal  ru1d  to rAport  baclc  ii-:  JtiL:tle  for it 
to take  a  dGcision by the  end  of June  1978. 
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Sffi!lllliR-T n.m 
The  Council  took stock of progress  on  the proposal for.a 
Directive on  summer-time  arrangements~ 
The  Council  hoped that the problems  encountered  could be 
overcome  in the first half of  1978  and  to  this  end,  drew  the 
attention of  the rhnisters of Foreign Affairs  to  the matter. 
WORKING  PROGR.AiviME 
The  Council  took note  of the  transport matters in the 
Commission  communication  on  priority business for the  Council 
V'Jorking  programme  to  1980. 
The  communication  contains  a list of  priorities. for action 
vvhich  the  Commission  would  like the  Council  to  take  in this 
period.  They  are groupedunder the following headings: 
Inland transport:  (general policy,  road,  railvm;ys  and waterways); 
shipping;  air transport  and ports policy. 
The  CoQ~cil stated that it would  endeavour to take account 
of these priorities in its future  proceedings. 
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The  Cov.ncil  adopted the tmilateral import  E!.:>..""rangements 
applicable  for  1978  in resi>ect  of State-trading  cou..'t'ltries. 
In view  of  the  general  economic situation in the  Community, 
the  increase in import  quo·cas  does  not,  as  a  genere.l  rule, 
exceed  55:~.  Special  provisions  have  also been lai:l dovm  for 
the textile sector with  a  vievv  to  co-ordinating  t~!..e  Community's 
unilateral policy with the  nev:  commercial  policy implemented 
in this sector.  However,  the provisions  adopted are 
transitional,  since the. Council  agreed to adopt  the 
definitive  ari-angements  in respect  of imports  of  te:;~tile 
products  fron1  these third countries  by  1  March  197f3. 
Relations  with the  ACP  States  and  the· OCT 
In accordance with the  request  of 7 July 1977  from 
the  Republic  of Djibouti  a't'ld  in response  to the desire 
expressed  1Jy- the  ACP  Sta·te;c;,  ·che  Council formally  confirmed 
the  Community's  agreement  to the  accession to  ·the  Lome 
Convention  of Djibouti  vvhich  became  independent  on 
27  Jv.ne  1977. 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages of the 
Comm~~ities the  Regulation runending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  706/76 
on  the  arrangements  applicable  to agricultural products and 
certain goods resulting from  the processing of agricultural 
products originating in the  ACP  States or the  OCT. 
In response  to requests  from  the  ACP  States,  the  Council 
adopted  the Regulations  on  the  implementation of Decisions 
Nos  1i/77 and  12/77 of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers 
derogating from  the definition of the  concept of originating 
products in order to  take  account  of  the  special situation of 
Mauritius 
-with regard  to  certain textile productsi 
-with regard to its tuna products. 
The  Council  adopted an amendment  to  the Decision of 
29  June  1976  on  the  association of the  OCT  by  extending  the 
list of products eligible for  the  STABEX  system. 
The  Council  approved  the new  Financial Regulation  appli~able 
to  the general  budget  of the  Eur<;>pean  Co[ununities  which will  enter 
into force  on  1  January 1978o  This Regulation replaces the 
Financial Regulation of  25  April  1973a 
This  Regulation,  which was  the  subject of fruitful  conciliation 
with the  European Parliament,  contains  some  important  changes: 
-it takes into  accolli~t,  in particular,  the adjustment  of the 
budgetary powers  of the  Institutions resulting from .the  Treaty 
of  22  July  1975  ~ 
- it introduces  the  Eu.ropee.n  unit  of account  in the  budget~ 
-and,  finally,  it brings up  to  o.ate  and  simplifies budgetary 
procedures. 
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EFTA 
Tho  Council  adopted in ·iilw  official langv.aeos  of the 
Communitie~J the Regulations  Cl.8roga·l:;ing  from the  l)rovisions 
of list A  on the  application of the  Decision e.nne:ced  to 
Protocol  No  3  of the  EEC/E:.?TA  Joint  Committees  concerning · 
the definition of the  concep·c  of  "originating products  11  and 
methods  of  administra·ci  ve  co~operation ( consolic1a:cion of 
the  te:;:ts  relating to the  rules  of origin and  ad.Elinistrati  ve 
co-operation). 
The  Coimcil  also  ado]ted in the official l8..11.C:,'11ages  of 
the  Conu~mities the  Regt:Lle:tions  on the application of the 
Decisions  of the EEC/El"TA  Joint  Committees  suppleraenting 
and  ar,lending  the  No  3  Protocols  concerning the  definition 
of the  concept ·of 
11 origina·Gin::; products 
11  ru1.d  me·cllods  of 
;.:.dministrati  ve  co-operation and  repla.cing  certe.il1 Decisions 
of the  Joint  Committees  ( e:::-cension  of the  existing derogation 
vntil 31  December  1978). 
The  Co·uncil  adopted in ·IJhe  official la.11[:,1..1.2.(!;e8  of the 
Communitiefl 
the  Directives 
amendinc;  Directive  70/156/EEC  on the  approximation of 
the  J..ans  o;f:  the :Member  ~J·tates  relating to  ~L!he  type-
approval  of motor vehicles  and their trailers~  · 
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on the  appro~::ima.tion of the laws of the  Eer,1ber  St2,tes 
rels~ting to 
the  interior fittings of motor vehicles  (identificatibn 
of controls,  tell·-to~eD  <:md.  inclice.tors) 1 
the  defrosting  2nd.  c.eruisting  systems  of motor  vehicles~ 
wii1dscreen  v:riper  C:'l1·l  we.:Jl1er  syctems  of ;·,lOtor  ·,;ehicles. 
Comwerci2~ 0uestions  ~  .. ~t>W---~--_.....,-,...,u  ... _ 
The  Cou.r.Lcil  C~.dOlJted.,  in the officicl lan.:':;-u.s.ges  of the 
Connn1..llli ties 1  the He,s:ulation !i1aintainin{S in effeqt the  ru.les 
where"by  imporcs  into  It2,ly of electric filejlJ.ent  la.:.-1]8  from 
certa.in State--tr.::-.ding  cotmtries  are  su:Jj ec-'c  to  inpol~t  t:?uthori·· 
s2.tions. 
The  Council  elsa  adopted in the  officir.~  lan,~~1ages of  t'r1e 
Conmmnities  t:·1e  Tiegulation incres.sinc  (fl~o::1  3,800 t. to 
4,100 t.)  tl1e  Coii.r,11.mity  t2.riif  quote;,  O:;?ened  for  1977  ·':Jy 
Ree,'V.lc  .. tiol1  (:SEC)  ITo  3010/76  for  rc.w  silk  (not  throvm)  fr...LlElg 
vvithin  he;:H::.in:-;  ITo  50.02  o:Z  the  Co;:E:Jon  Cus.toms  Tcriff. 
La.stl;y,  ·t.,he  Council  a.dopted  in  ti1e  o:ffid2~ la.ngu.G.ges  of 
the  Con:ummit;ics  the  l1e[;ulation  incres.sin.g the  volune  of the 
Co:  .. ·m;,mnit;y  t;...riff  quota.  o:(Jened.  for  1977  for UlW<rouzlri:;  il'l2.Q."lesium 
fc.lli:n,:;  wi'l:ihi::.1.  :::rub:.1ea:lin.:;  No  77.01  A  of the  Comnwn  Custo:·;lS 
TB.riff. 21.:CII.77 
A?"ricul  tur2.l  questions 
··""~--···------..........  --.~·--~·-·-· 
The  Cmmcil  c:.dopted.  in the  offici2~ languages  of the 
Cm:,Emni ties  the  Regulations 
- on  certail-1 measures  to  end  aiJuses  resulting froEl  the  sale 
of a.gricul tural products  2.b02.rd  shi}J; 
··  e::tendin.; cert2in  i~1terim measures  for  the  conservation  ruJ.d. 
mru:lG.gement  of fishery resources., 
ECEW  auestions  _____  .......... --........... ~------
The  Council  gc-:ve  the  assent requested by  the  Commission 
on  a  draft  Commission  Decision  (ECSC)  concerning limitation 
l'Jeriod:-3  in proceedings  and  enforcement  of sonctions under  the 
Treaty establishing thEJ  :sese. 
The  He};Jresente.tiv·es  of the  Goven"lTJents  of  the  ~Ie::n1Jer 
Stc::.tes  of the  Europe211  Coo.l  Qnci_  ':It eel  Cmmnm1i ty  1  meeting 
within the  Com1cil,  2,clopted  the  Decisions 
o:1  certc.in tu.,riff measures  for  the first h2.lf  of  1978  ~ 
on  the nomenclature  o.nd  the  rate of conventional duties 
for  certain productsi 
-·  on  temlJOrary  iElports  end.  e:~ports of scrc,p,  exports  of 
rolling r,1ill  cylinders  c:md  e:~:slOrts  of alloy steel screp 
to  third  comltries. 
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